Building a New Old House:
Gothic Revival, built 1977

Traditional Clapboards
Wood Repair with Epoxy
Garage Plans
As a design professional, you know that the quality of site furnishings you specify reflects upon you, your firm, and your reputation. That's why Vixen Hill Gazeboс are favored by Landscape Architects all across North America.

Vixen Hill Gazeboс are artistically balanced and skillfully constructed of the finest materials available. We've redefined the state of pre-engineering to eliminate the guesswork and provide ease of installation at any point of development. Regardless of contractor, you're guaranteed lasting project integrity.

Specify with confidence. For a complete brochure contact: Vixen Hill Manufacturing Company, Dept OHJ, Main St., Elverson, PA 19520, 215-286-0909
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GARBAGE
Is Not Fuzzy Bunnies

Nearl" five years ago, I was being interviewed for a newspaper article about OHJ and the way its growth had paralleled the growth in house restoration. The reporter asked me if I had plans for any other magazines in the future. I told him I wanted to publish an environmental magazine someday. It was the first time I’d said it out loud.

Even then, I had a good idea of what I wanted: a magazine with the same kind of mix as OHJ. But I got little encouragement. (I suppose people heard bean sprouts/New Age/anti-nuke/save the whales.) For lots of reasons, personal and otherwise, the time had not come.

But now is the time. The environmental journal I’ve long considered has become a clear editorial vision. The growing staff here is strongly committed to its publication. And the world no longer looks at me cross-eyed when I mention it.

Our new publication will debut with a September cover date. I’m announcing it to family first, on this Editor’s Page in Old-House Journal.

Without “market studies” to back me up, I’m convinced that OHJ readers will be very supportive of the new magazine. What does being an old-house person have to do with having a practical concern about the environment? Everything, in my opinion; the same attitude prevails.

(In magazine marketing, that’s called “psychographics.” The big words are there when I need them. Mostly, though, we publish what we’d want to read. It’s worked so far!)

The new journal has a somewhat startling title, to announce its down-to-earth, mainstream approach. It’s called GARBAGE: the Practical Journal for the Environment. It is the first independent, privately-published national magazine entirely devoted to our relationship to the environment.

It is, of course, not supported by any environmental group, membership organization, lobbyists or activists. Because we are a publishing company, not a non-profit organization, the magazine won’t be supported by dues or grants or subsidies. The only way it will survive is if people want to read what we write. That keeps editors very close to readers. And I believe that this give-and-take relationship produces a more progressive and lively publication.

GARBAGE is practical rather than political. It is non-radical, covering many perspectives. It’s dedicated to exploring the truth about environmental issues, rather than furthering a “cause.” It is a magazine as much for urban and suburban readers as for country people. And it may be the first scientific environmental journal with a sense of humor!

GARBAGE is not a wildlife or animal-rights magazine. So much of the editorial that passes as environmental writing is really about animals. Pictures of threatened baby manatees and that sort of thing stir up emotion, of course, and I think that’s why so many fundraising letters, as well as the non-profit magazines, use animal-rights issues as a hook.

(Human issues can take a back seat to that emotional response. Some people can be persuaded to act only if they’re shown cute — or horrifying — animal pictures. As we’ve developed our own magazine, we’ve come to call this the fuzzy-bunny crowd.)

The animal-rights movement is important. It is about ethical issues and even about the quality of human life. But it is not the focus of our new journal.

GARBAGE is about where things come from and where they go. It’s about choices we make every day, very often unknowingly, that put short-term convenience ahead of long-term maintenance of the planet (and therefore ourselves!). It’s about filling in the incredibly poor coverage of environmental issues we’ve seen in newspapers and on television news.

Editorials in other media have soberly warned that solving the environmental crises we’ve created will be almost impossible, because it will require a change in attitude. Unlike for us greedy Americans, they predict. You know what we say to that? “What garbage!”

You see, we remember when an old house was what you got when you couldn’t afford a nice new one. Attitudes can change.

Patricia Stone
the standard of quality since 1860

SCHWERD'S
wood columns

COLUMNS — Schwerd columns are durable. Our 100+ years of experience in manufacturing wood columns has proven that the durability of a wood column depends upon the strength of the joint and the quality and thickness of the wood. Schwerd column construction was developed to meet each specific requirement. The wood is the highest quality, thoroughly seasoned Northern White Pine. The pride of craftsmanship and skilled techniques acquired by 100 years of specialized experience is applied. The resulting product is a "Schwerd Quality Column" specified by architects with complete confidence. Both standard and detail columns can be furnished from 4 in. to 50 in. in diameter and up to 35 ft. in length with matching pilasters.

If you are one of our old customers during the many years since our beginning in 1860, you know our product; if not, send us your inquiries and orders and join our list of satisfied customers.

SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG

Schwerd's complete aluminum bases for 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, and 30 in. dia. columns.

Schwerd's - Aluminum ventilated plinth and aluminum turned member base are manufactured of thick metal and are recommended for all exterior columns in the above diameters to provide a maintenance free, seamless base which is guaranteed against deterioration for a lifetime.

A. F. SCHWERD MANUFACTURING COMPANY
telephone: 412-766-6322
3215 McClure Avenue Pittsburgh, Pa. 15212
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Painted Radiators

Dear OHJ:

I am so pleased and excited to tell you how inspired I was by the "Radiators" article in your September/October 1988 issue. Enclosed are pictures that show the hand-painting I did to highlight the ornamentation on our radiators (one in the living room and one in the dining room) and coordinate their different designs with new wallpaper.

We are so pleased with the final results. We feel we have added a very worthwhile labor of love to the restoration of our 1904 Victorian house.

Thank you for one of many inspiring issues.

— Beth Cipolla
Beecher, Ill.

Another Pegged Floor

Dear Ms. Poore,

The article "The Bare Facts About Early Floors" in your March/April 1988 issue, and the letter from Robert D. McNaughton in your January/February 1989 issue ("A Pegged Floor"), have generated much interest here at WHALE (the Waterfront Historic Area League).

In Spring 1987, WHALE, an historic preservation organization, received as a donation the William Hart House, an early period gambrel-roofed farmhouse (circa 1718) located in Dartmouth, Massachusetts. The condition of the gift was that WHALE remove the house from the land which was slated for development. After a careful documentation of details such as the gunstock posts and the central stone hearth, WHALE commissioned to have the structure dismantled and properly stored until a suitable site is found for its reconstruction.

Now, we would like to join Mr. McNaughton in furthering the discussion about pegged floors in early-18th-century houses. The William Hart House has a pegged floor, a real one, of the round-hole, square-peg variety, made of hard pine. This unusual flooring was revealed when a layer of tongue-and-groove flooring was removed during the dismantling process. The floor was in a remark-

able state of preservation, which will fortunately allow for its proper reconstruction when the opportunity affords it.

We are pleased to read both the article on early floors and the McNaughton letter citing the existence of a pegged floor in his 1727 saltbox. Now, we can add the Hart House as a second historical precedent for the later simulated floors of the Colonial Revival period.

We thank OHJ for providing a forum for the exchange of ideas and information about historic houses.

— Therese S. Kelly
Executive Director, WHALE
New Bedford, Mass.

Garage Outrage

Dear OHJ:

When I turned to page 56 of the January/February 1989 issue ("Historic House Plans, "Massachusetts Gambrel"), I thought I stumbled into the latest copy of Suburban Living. Old-house garages look better when disguised as a carriage house and tucked in the backyard — so why not present it that way in the drawings? Attached garages. Just say no.

— Mike Costanzo
Trenton, N.J.

Re-enameling Service

Dear Editor:

I read with particular interest the article in your November/December 1988 issue regarding refinishing continued on page 6...
For 100 years it's been the finest paint in the world. This year, you can actually buy some.

For the first time, Ripolin of France is being imported to America. Blended and packed at the factory outside Paris, classic paint such as French enamel is made with the finest oils and a higher concentration of natural pigments than American counterparts. The results are superior: twice the coverage, unsurpassed consistency of color and exceptional durability.

The finest paint in the world is available directly and exclusively from Fine Paints of France.

For color charts and complete information, send $3 to: Fine Paints of France, Box 104A, Blooming Grove, NY 10944. Tel: (914) 496-8989.

RIPOLIN
PAINTS VARNISHES STAINS

24 Page Catalog for 1989

PAGLIACCO
Catalog of Wood
BALUSTERS
NEWEL POSTS
PORCH POSTS
RAILINGS
COLUMNS
CYLINDERS &
CUSTOM TURNING

Our new catalog shows a complete range of architectural turnings. All products incorporate design authenticity, skilled craftsmanship and quality materials.

VICTORIAN TURNINGS & MILLWORK
Designs are based on manufacturers' catalogs from 1870 to 1920.

CLASSIC COLUMNS
Accurately reflect the Greek & Roman orders with true entasis & details.

CALIFORNIA REDWOOD
All products are available from decay & termite resistant clear-heart Redwood. Interior turnings are available from Oak & Mahogany.

For your catalog, send $6 (no charge to designers, builders & dealers when requested on Company letterhead).
bathroom fixtures. It mentions that there is no known service for reporcelainizing/refiring these fixtures and, generally speaking, this has been true. VrTCO Corporation is a porcelain-enameling company devoted primarily to the glass lining of cast-iron pipe, fittings, sinks, etc., for the industrial (sewage-treatment plant) and commercial sanitary (restaurants, hospitals, food-processing) markets. While we have not pursued the residential market, we have full capability for re-enameling both bathtubs and sinks. VrTCO (and its predecessor, Ervite corporation) has done this a few times in the past as a courtesy to friends.

The three-part reporcelainizing process involves blast cleaning with steel shot to fully expose the base casting, a “ground” coat of enamel which, during firing in an electric furnace, bonds integrally with the iron microstructure at the surface of the casting, and a “cover” coat which fuses with the ground-coat enamel and provides the smooth, glossy surface which is associated with durable porcelain enamel.

The cost to do this generally ranges from $200 to $300 for pedestal sinks and $500 to $800 for bathtubs, plus freight to and from VrTCO, and is dependent on many factors. These include the size, weight, and complexity of the piece, as well as the amount of surface to be enamelled (inside only or both sides), and whether it has been previously refinished with an epoxy material.

The standard colors we utilize for our other projects are white and forest green. Refinishing in these colors could be easily integrated with our normal production work and would allow us to complete the fixture approximately one month from its receipt at our plant. Other colors are possible, but are not stocked and could increase both the cost and, as a special item, the processing time. An alternate to uniformly applying a non-standard color would be to provide a white porcelain enamel interior with a standard solvent-based gloss enamel on the exterior.

We would welcome inquiries for this service; please include physical dimensions and photographs.

Our furnace is 42” wide x 42” high x 144” long, and so it is likely that any existing fixture can be satisfactorily reporcelainized — unless it has cracks, deep pitting, or excessive thinning due to corrosion.

For further information, please do not hesitate to contact us:

VrTCO Corporation
P.O. Box 525
802 Walnut Street
Waterford, PA 16441
Phone: (814) 796-6739

— Thomas C. Vicary
President, VrTCO Corp.

continued on page 10

“WHAT’S UNIQUE ABOUT THE FIREPLACE? HOW DOES IT WORK?”

It’s the hottest
Firecast, unlike most other fireplaces, radiates heat into your room instead of sending it up the chimney.

European design
For over fifty years nearly all fireplaces in Europe have been built with prefabricated cast refractory components. Refractory is a high-grade industrial material that absorbs and radiates far more heat than ordinary firebrick, steel or cast iron. Firecast has improved upon Europe’s classic “Rumford” design for our North American market.

Less fuel, less cleaning
Firecast’s unique aerodynamic “half-pear” design reflects heat from the flames back into the fire. The increased combustion temperature produces a more complete burn, decreases creosote formation and reduces ash to a powder-like consistency. Result: reduced heat loss and cleaning.

No fans
The reflecting process increases heat radiation: room temperature increases of 15 degrees F within an hour are common. And because radiant heat leaving the fireplace sets up natural convection, you don’t need to force heat into the room with fans.

U.S. IMPORTER: Sleepy Hollow Chimney Supply, Ltd.
85 Emjay Blvd., Brentwood, N.Y. 11717
CALL for the closest authorized FIRECAST Technician:
(800) 553-5322

continued on page 10

LETTERS
Finest handmade cast iron fireplaces and tile imported from England. Three models available. Fits into historic masonry fireplaces or available as a "factory built fireplace". Burns wood, coal or gas. Priced from $2100 up, plus installation. For information contact:

**Fourth Bay**
10500 Industrial Drive
Garrettsville, OH 44231
(800) 321-9614
(216) 527-4343

Available as a "factory built fireplace". Burns wood, coal or gas. Priced from $2100 up, plus installation.

Over 200 Years In The Making

Until it all but disappeared, Southern Longleaf Heart Pine was the "wood of choice" of the more discriminating Colonial craftsman. Now, The Joinery Company makes antique heart pine available in faithfully reproduced flooring, millwork, cabinetry, furniture and timber frames. Send $5.00 for our full color portfolio that demonstrates our old world standards of excellence and quality. Credit card orders accepted by phone. You can also see us in Sweets Catalog. Let us show you why Heart Pine should be your "wood of choice."

**THE JOINERY CO.**
Antique Heart Pine Flooring
P.O. Box 210086 • Turbora, NC 27886 • (919) 423-3306 • To order our portfolio call 1-800-227-3959
continued from page 6

Strippers Beware

Dear OHJ,

I am going to take advantage of some of your time to discuss a subject I have not seen printed in Old-House Journal.

Much of the woodwork in my house had been painted, and I decided I would use paint remover to strip it. Before I started, I got a new, energy-efficient gas furnace. The installers warned me that if I used the chemical strippers on the woodwork while the furnace was in operation, the chances were that I would ruin the furnace: Stripper fumes would be drawn into the furnace through the cold-air returns, and would burn and change into a highly corrosive agent much worse than battery acid.

I had just moved into the house and was anxious to get started on the woodwork, so I disregarded the advice. I shouldn't have, because that winter I ruined the furnace.

This isn't a rare experience; I can cite two other examples of gas furnaces being replaced because of massive interior corrosion. They had been used in buildings in which chemical paint removers were used at the same time. I might add that this corrosive action will also work on metal chimney liners: After some time, the liners will disintegrate and allow furnace fumes to escape into the house.

I don't have any statistics, nor am I able to use proper terminology to express what happens to those fumes when they pass through the flames of a gas furnace, but there is no getting around the seriousness of the results.

— Robert A. Pashek
Council Bluffs, Iowa

[We were familiar with the perils of using chemicals to strip paint in a basement where there was an operating gas furnace — a pilot light is enough of a flame to cause an explosion. But this is the first we've heard of the potential for ruining a furnace this way. Do any of our readers have more information on this subject? — ed.]

Old-House Dreams

Dear Ms. Poore,

I'm sure you are aware that your magazine is a great source of information and solidarity to old-house owners. But it also performs an invaluable service for people like me, who, while not fortunate enough to own an old house, are nonetheless avid lovers of old houses. Old-House Journal allows me to indulge this love I've had since childhood, when I used to daydream about the Victorian houses visible from my classroom windows.

An old house of our own is the dream of my husband and me, but...
The Splendor of Classic Design Recaptured
Outstandingly crafted authentic architectural embellishments made with the integrity of genuine plaster, are now available in the United States from Plaster Corporation of America.

Dedicated design... superior craftsmanship... simplified installation.

Plaster Corporation of America... craftsmen of fine decorative plaster cornices, ceiling medallions and other products.

For a catalog, call 405/478-8810
14117 North Scott Street
Edmond, Oklahoma 73013

STOP BIRDS From Dehabilitating Your Cherished Home.
Nixalite stainless steel needle strips are an impenetrable barrier to birds, and practically invisible too. They give you an effective, humane way of ending bird nuisances and maintenance costs. Send for your free information packet today.

NIXALITE of AMERICA
1025 - 16th Ave. • BOX 727 • DEPT DHJ
EAST MOLINE, ILL. 61244 • 309-755-8777
800-624-1188 • FAX 309-755-0677
SPECIALISTS IN BIRD CONTROL

HISTORIC LIGHTING
REPRODUCTIONS FOR ALL RESTORATIONS

REPAIRS TO, OR COPIES OF, YOUR METAL ORIGINALS.
Call or write for details and our FREE MINI-CATALOG. Or send $5.00 for our complete catalog.

BALL and BALL
Tinted Quality Reproductions
463 W. Lincoln Hwy.
Exton, PA 19341
(215) 363-7330

OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL
prices in our area have shut us out of owning a home. However, thanks to OHJ, I can share the joys and trials of old-house living, if only vicariously. Being able to daydream about someone else’s Victorian has, at times, made living in a small apartment (with three children!) more bearable. It is still our hope to one day buy our own old house; against that day I faithfully read and save my Old-House Journals.

— Marji Stoddard
Linden, NJ.

Insane Hobby?

Dear OHJ:

I have been a subscriber to your magazine for about six years. During that time I have acquired a 1904 townhouse apartment building and an 1891 Queen Anne-style home, both of which I am restoring. I should note that these properties are in the center of Detroit, which probably boasts the most complete cross section of American architectural styles and periods in the country. Although I’m currently working for Ford Motor Company in Hiroshima, Japan, the restoration work on my property is still proceeding.

I have found your magazine extremely useful in my hobby — or, as some of my co-workers refer to it, my insanity. I should also report that the issues receive extensive review from my neighbors, who are also slightly insane.

— R.S. Holcomb
Hiroshima, Japan

Period Plumbing Problems

Dear Editors:

Every month our office flips through OHJ, each person for his or her own reason. I love the refinishing tips, the stories of full restoration jobs, and the Remuddling feature. I am storing all this information away for the time I am fortunate enough to find a house begging for restoration.

Always in the back of my mind was the hope for a feature on the history of plumbing. Life is good: Finally, in the November/December 1988 issue, you had an article on plumbing — with a photo of my specific interest, the c. 1890 toilet.

When my husband and I first moved into our Woodlawn-area apartment in Chicago, our toilet was a novelty with a little brass push-flusher and a wooden tank under layers of paint and contact paper. But the more I recognized the shortcomings of the early toilets, the less sentimental I became about the contraption. Let us say the early toilet bowls were not shaped quite right.

Lest there be fanatics in the reading audience who believe original is always best: Time marches forward and with good reason.

— Diane J. Hall
Chicago, Ill.

VICTORIAN WALLPAPERS

• Handprinted Borders, Friezes, Ceiling Papers & Coordinated Wall Fills.
• Available Directly from our Studio by Mail Order.
• In-house Design Service.
• Color Catalog with Binder: $8.00

BRADBURY & BRADBURY WALLPAPERS
P.O. BOX 155-C • BENICIA, CA. 94510
(707) 746-1900

SOAPSTONE CO.
Miners and Manufacturers Since 1850

Authentic soapstone sinks made in the traditional manner for kitchen, bath or greenhouse. Custom-made to your print.

Also: Custom cutting of fireplaces, countertops, and table tops.

Call or write for a quotation

Stoughton Pond Rd.
P.O. Box 168 J Perkinusville, VT 05151-0168
(802) 263-5404

Other soapstone items available - Griddles, Bootdriers & Bun Warmers

MAY/JUNE 1989
Dear Ms. Poore,

I would like to make several points about the pumped chimney-lining products mentioned in your article.

A pumped chimney lining, as installed in the early 1980s, was hard to remove if improperly installed. However, as with most new products, time has a way of allowing solutions. There is (and has been for several years) a power tool that removes this lining and allows a new liner to be installed. This process is done with a chimney reamer that we market. Pumped liners are recommended and installed in many multiple flues, as the liners are relatively light.

When installed properly, there are no problems with either the weight or with the dividing wall. This wall, or wythe, is not in a large number of chimneys anyway, and the lining will form a dividing wall in any case (assuming all flues will be relined — ed.).

The weight of a pumped liner is less than 50 pounds per cubic foot, which is less than the weight of the tile that will be replaced in most cases — certainly not enough weight to cause any problems.

These multiple liners have been installed all over the United States and Canada, and in England for 30 years without any major problems.

By the way, we had our SOLID/FLUE product tested to both the UL and ULC (Canadian) standards to Zero Clearance to combustibles, including around the flue, the throat, sides, and bottom of the firebox, and the hearth. I am enclosing copies of the approval letters from the lab [from Warrick Hersey International, Inc., Buffalo, N.Y.]. At the present time, we are the only ones that have a listed system to allow restoration of the flue and the fireplace when combustibles are in direct contact with the flue and/or the fireplace.

— Joe LaFleur
Chairman of the Board
SOLID/FLUE Chimney Systems
370 100th St. SW
Byron Center, MI 49315
(616) 878-3577

Dear Ms. Poore,

Your article says “chimney wall thickness should be eight inches.” The chimney can be four inches thick if it has a liner; eight inches would be accurate according to some codes if it was left unlined. See NFPA 211.

You discuss the advantages of clay tile for relining a flue, but clay itself is a poor insulator. My opinion is that clay liners with dead air would fail today’s UL 1777 standard. Clay tile was common in the past. Now it is close to unheard-of on a national basis.

The article also states, “Poured-cement liners are not generally recommended for chimneys with multiple flues, particularly in old chimneys where the mortar may be crumbly, because the wet cement could flow into the adjacent flue. Also, the additional weight of the cement lining could cause collapse of the brick partition.” This is not a true statement of our product, the material used by Ahrens’ Chimney Technique is 0-slump, meaning it has minimal amounts of water.

You state, “Another type of liner is a poured-cement liner. In most such systems, a flexible, inflatable form is inserted….” Our procedure is not described! AHRENS uses a bell or slip-form system; there is no “pumping” of wet refractory cement.

— Monte Lutz
Vice President
AHRENS Chimney Technique
2000 Industrial Avenue
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
(800) 843-4417

Jonathan Poore responds:

Recommendations in Architectural Graphic Standards call for 8” minimum solid masonry on exterior walls to insulate against outside air and improve draft. I should have qualified my statement.

I do not agree that clay tile “is close to unheard-of on a national basis.” My statement that it is still commonly used and approved by inspectors in no way challenges the usefulness and safety of other lining systems.
Squelching Squirrels

I noticed a question about removing squirrels from a house [Ask OHJ, January/February 1989], and would like to suggest a method we used.

Squirrels were in our attic and causing damage. We decided to make it so unpleasant for them that they would not want to come in. (The theory is that if their entrance is blocked, they will chew new holes to get back in; but if they leave voluntarily, they won’t be back.) We took aluminum-foil roasting pans and folded bath towels into them. These were placed at several points around the edge of the attic and filled with ammonia. We renewed the ammonia morning and evening for ten days, although we did not see any squirrels after the first five days. After four months, we are still squirrel-free.

The bath towels hold the ammonia so it doesn’t immediately evaporate. The smell in the attic was never overpowering to humans, and was not detectable on the lower floors. We have a large Victorian; the attic floorspace is probably close to 1000 square feet. We were afraid it might be too large for this to work, but it was successful. At one point, three squirrels were seen scratching on the window to get out!

— Gwendolyn Johnson
Galesburg, Ill.

There is in fact a “magic solution” to getting rid of squirrels in old-house attics! Forty years ago my father wrote to the Department of Agriculture about this problem and they recommended a liberal application of moth flakes in the attic. We tried it and the squirrels left, never to return (so did a colony of bees, but this might have been mere coincidence).

Three years ago, I used the same method to get rid of red squirrels in our attic; it drove them out within hours. We then put in moth balls too, for longer-lasting protection after sealing up the obvious entry holes. We found it also worked for skunks under a wing of the house — but again, blocking up the entry hole afterwards is essential.

I have heard that double- and triple-reed instruments — bagpipes would be the best, I suppose — will also drive out rodents; but moth flakes are easier to come by for most people.

— Daniel D. Reiff
Fredonia, N.Y.

Stippled Radiators

I was very impressed with the information on painting radiators in the September/October 1988 OHJ. But here’s a painting technique you missed, courtesy of The Home Workshop Manual (1930): “If the wall decoration is . . . paint-stippled or Tiffany two-tone blended effects, the ideal treatment for the radiator is stippling.

‘‘Give the radiator two solid covering coats of flat wall paint of the desired foundation color. . . . The simplest method [of stippling] is to apply color with a sponge cut across the grain to give a good painting surface. Pour some of the stippling color on a board or a piece of paper, dip the sponge into the color, tap it out two or three times on a piece of paper to remove the excess paint, then put it straight onto the radiator without twisting or turning. Reload the sponge with color and continue the process until the entire surface has been covered. When the paint is dry, a second or even a third stippling color may be applied in the same way. The sponge should be washed out in gasoline and thoroughly cleaned with soap and warm water after it has been used with each color.”

— Irene Walker
Los Angeles, Cal.
Something old ... Something new ... from Vande Hey-Raleigh.

In response to customer demand, the cold weather tile experts have developed a startling new architectural roof tile guaranteed to perform as admirably now as it has since its introduction many years ago.

The new STAGGERED roof tile perfected by us is a replication of a tile used way back when . . . only much better because of our unique manufacturing and installation procedures.

The STAGGERED roof tile is available in our shake, slate or brush tile series in any of 20 standard colors or custom colors to match ANY REQUEST ... no matter the age of the tile.

Our roof tiles are like NO other. NO maintenance. NO growth. NO creatures or bugs can live on/among them. And NO fire. Ever. Concrete can't burn.

The mid-west's tough weather is easily tamed by our tiles. No worries — ever — about freeze/thaw cycles. And, only our roofs complete any building statement. We are perfection.

Call or write for free catalogs and installation manuals.

VANDE HEY RALEIGH

1665 Bohm Drive

Little Chute, WI 54140

414-766-1181
ASK OHJ

An Aladdin House

Q We just purchased this beautiful 1922 Aladdin house. It has heart-pine, tongue-and-groove floors downstairs, two chimneys (on the other side of the house), clawfoot tub, and cast-iron toilet. We know that, being an Aladdin house, each piece was individually cut, numbered, and assembled on site. How can we get in touch with the company? Also, how would you describe the house? We've heard it called a neo-Colonial, A&C, and a few other names.

A We were thinking of replacing the three small windows with stained glass. Would that be appropriate?

— Vicki Rice
York, S.C.

Alas, the Aladdin Company of Bay City, Michigan, stopped manufacturing in January of 1983, after more than 70 years in the business. However, their Catalog No. 31 of 1919 has been reprinted by American Life Books (Box 349, Watkins Glen, NY 14891; $6.95 ppd.), and it's a fascinating look at one end of house-building in the 'teens.

In his essay accompanying the reprint, John Crosby Freeman comments that Aladdin's catalog "had a limited stylistic vocabulary of little help to owners who want to know "What Style Is My House?" — and the same was probably true in 1922.

Your house shares some elements of "The Brentwood," which, according to the description, is "of a quaint English type of architecture."

The jerkin-head or clipped gable roof on your house is often seen on Arts & Crafts houses, and was a favorite Aladdin treatment. The window mullions with their vertical emphasis are also A&C- and Craftsman-influenced, as is the sleeping porch. No house models in the Aladdin catalog show stained-glass windows. Aladdin buyers may have customized their kit houses with stained glass, of course; but keep in mind that the heyday of stained glass was in the Victorian period.

Lead-Paint Perils

Q When stripping all exterior paint from a 1735 center-chimney Colonial, we were ordered by the State Health Department to stop using heat guns; we were told they released lead vapors into the interior of the house, which could pose a danger to a pregnant occupant. Other forms of paint removal, such as scraping or sandpapering, were not proscribed.

This was a surprise to us, because we thought that low-level heat would be the safest and most practical method of paint removal, superior to scraping, sandblasting (horrors!), sandpapering, etc. Warnings about the dangers to pregnant women were associated with interior paint removal, which was not being done here.

Can you tell us at what temperature lead vaporizes, and whether or not it would pass through the siding and plaster of an old house so as to pose problems for the occupants? What are the relative risks of lead vapors as compared to dust particles raised by sanding and scraping?

— John and Janice Champe
Lebanon, Conn.

A Lead melts at 621.5° F, and boils at about 3,171.2° F. The temperature for vaporization is even higher — and way above the operating range of even Master's heavy-duty heat gun (about 700° F) or a heat plate (about 1100° F).

Pregnant women are always at risk around lead-removal operations — by sanding, chemicals, or heat — and many other restoration procedures as well. Why risk it? It seems that every day more chemicals and materials, once thought to be innocuous or harmful only in large exposures, are found to be toxic and even lethal. Young life is most vulnerable to any of these agents. The best bet is to err on the side of caution whenever dealing with unhealthy materials or processes.

The greatest threat of lead poisoning comes from ingestion rather than breathing vapors. Studies continue to show that heat methods are safer than sanding methods, which create airborne dust that coats skin and mucous membranes and is ingested.
Topiary

BY JANET MARINELLI

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, topiary became a popular garden feature, especially in France and England. The art of topiary involves the pruning and trimming of plants to create intricate shapes and designs. This was not only a form of decoration but also a demonstration of skill and creativity.

The most famous topiary garden in England is the one at Box Hill in Surrey, which contains over 300 topiary specimens. The garden was created in the early 18th century and features a variety of shapes and designs, including animals, birds, and flowers.

In France, the garden at Versailles is renowned for its topiary, which includes a long hedge of clipped box that forms a long corridor. The garden also features a series of clipped hedges that create a series of geometric shapes and patterns.

Topiary is a timeless art form that continues to be popular today. Gardeners and landscapers around the world use topiary to create stunning displays and unique designs. Whether you choose to create your own topiary or admire the works of others, this art form offers a fascinating way to enhance your outdoor space.
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topiary standards, spirals, and poodles frame this Colonial Revival doorway.

Topiary was more common in the Southern colonies than it was in New England, though wealthy merchants in Boston, Philadelphia, and New York were apt to have topiary in their gardens. In the South, too, topiary was more likely to be found in the gardens of the well-to-do. And topiary was more popular among Dutch colonists in New Amsterdam, even those of modest means, than it was among English settlers.

Toward the middle of the 19th century, American horticultural tastes began to change. A.J. Downing and other early-Victorian proponents of “picturesque” architectural styles had romantic, “naturalistic” settings in mind for their Gothic cottages and Italian villas. By 1870, however, a kind of architectural topiary was being espoused by horticulturist Frank J. Scott in _The Art of Beautifying Suburban Home Grounds_. Scott didn’t have much use for hedges, whether clipped or allowed to ramble (“one of the barbarisms of old gardening,” he called them, “as absurd and unchristian in our day as the walled courts and barred windows of a Spanish cloister”). But Scott was quite fond of “verdant arches and bowers” — bushes clipped into fanciful shapes to frame garden gates (see illustrations at right).

By the early decades of the 20th century, standards and other topiary classics were making a comeback. Rich Americans were creating topiary extravaganzas. In 1929, for instance, Harvey Ladew bought a Maryland farm and began transforming 22 acres into a spectacular topiary garden, complete with fox-hunting scene and evergreen Buddha. In addition, both upper- and middle-class gardens of the early-20th century were often based on highly structured Italian-style gardens and included such architectural elements as balustrades, pergolas, statuary, and topiary pieces in terra-cotta pots.

The current infatuation with topiary has more to do with America’s romance with the English cottage garden than with the authenticity of sheared shrubs in period landscapes. But topiary does have a place in early American gardens, particularly the more elegant examples. It’s also appropriate in the gardens of Colonial Revival and Tudor Revival houses, and in Italian-style gardens of the early-20th century.

For practical information on how to create topiary, see _The Complete Book of Topiary_ by Barbara Gallup and Deborah Reich. It’s available for $12.95 ppd. from Workman Publishing, 708 Broadway, Dept. OHJ, New York, NY 10003; (212) 254-5900. The book also includes a list of nurseries where you can find box, privet, and other period plants, as well as pruning shears, metal frames for training topiary, and other supplies.
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10 Interchangeable Stainless Steel Blades
How to Use Epoxies
to Repair Rotted Exterior Wood

by John Leeke

Modern high-tech epoxy materials are great for wood repairs on historic houses. Epoxies can save time and money when you know how to use them. You can restore and strengthen porous decayed wood by soaking it with liquid epoxy which then solidifies within the wood. Gaps and holes can be filled with an epoxy-based paste that hardens with characteristics similar to wood.

There are advantages and disadvantages to using epoxy; not every wood repair calls for them. If they are improperly handled during application, they can be a serious health and safety hazard. And they are not a miracle cure for all decay problems. When applied without regard to a few basic principles, epoxies can actually promote decay.

On the advantage side:

■ It is easy to learn to use epoxies.
■ Epoxy materials hold up well to the weather. They are waterproof, don't decay, and hold paint or stain very well.
■ It may not be necessary to remove affected parts from the building.
■ Epoxy repair saves as much of the original material as possible.

Don't confuse these epoxy materials with epoxies formulated for other uses, such as five-minute adhesives, bar-top coatings, paints, or structural-repair epoxy.

Generally, the more special a part is, the more it makes sense to use epoxy. It is usually economical to use epoxies on fancy parts like moldings, turnings, and carvings. Flat, straight boards and other plain parts can often be repaired less expensively using traditional methods such as wood dutchmen or complete replacement.

Because epoxy is such a long-lasting material, it should
It was economical and historically correct to replace the raised cap with a solid 3" piece of pine, shaped to match nearby originals. The pedestal top, however, was better treated in place with epoxy.

only be considered where long life is a goal of the project. Use other, less costly materials if you know you will be working on the area again within five or ten years.

Using epoxies to "gloss over" problem areas only leads to more problems in the future. You must find the root cause of the decay. Complete treatments often involve taking the problem area completely apart for access to hidden parts and surfaces.

The methods described here are good for repairs to most trim and other non-structural wood parts of a building. This includes railings, moldings, doors and windows. Don't use these epoxies on parts that must carry a structural load. A good example is the base of a hollow wood column. If it has an interior column to support the load, these materials are fine. But if there is no interior column, then these epoxies may be too soft. They may creep and change shape under the load. Harder structural epoxies are formulated especially for structural use.

Decay Process

When a baluster or railing cap decays, the loss of wood is progressive. At first, the mass of the wood diminishes but it still retains its original size and shape. As decay continues, the wood shrinks and then begins to crumble. Epoxies consolidate replace the lost mass, restoring strength to the wood. Holes and gaps can be filled and built up with epoxy paste fillers.

Wood is a flexible material. It changes shape and size from season to season, mostly due to changes in moisture content. These changes take place no matter how well the wood is caulked or painted. Materials used to repair wood must be at least as flexible as the wood around the repair.

### TOOLS

My epoxy kit has all the tools and supplies I need. I can grab it and know everything I need is there. The kit has two parts. First is a "ready kit." It is a small tool tray that is easy to move around a job site. It has everything ready to go.

Second is the "backup kit." I use it to refill supplies in the ready kit. Everything fits into a 15" x 20" crater with the ready kit nestled on top.

#### Ready Kit
- two 10-fluid-oz. cans with snap-on lids, each labeled and filled with A- and B-parts of adhesive paste filler
- two 8-fluid-oz. bottles, each labeled and filled with A- and B-parts of consolidant
- a few empty bottles for mixing and application
- rags: dozens large and small, stuffed into an old sock
- gloves: several thin disposable, and 1 heavy-duty pair
- goggles and respirator
- oil clay (from a hobby store)
- putty knives
- mixing boards: several of ¾" x 8" x 12" Masonite for mixing paste filler

#### Backup Kit
- epoxy materials: I usually buy by the gallon. So, I have a gallon each of A- and B-parts of both consolidant and adhesive paste.
- 2 dozen application bottles
- rags torn to size: I tear up rags ahead of time and stuff them into old socks for easy handling. Small ones are for one-time use wiping off spouts and caps; large are for cleanup
- mixing sticks: a bundle of thin wood sticks 8" long for scooping out paste and stirring consolidant
- gloves: 1 box disposable vinyl; extra pair medium-duty nitril rubber
- a package of oil clay (for stopping consolidant from leaking out of cracks)
- bottle cleaning tools: It's a toss-up whether it is worth cleaning out application bottles. I'm reluctant to just toss them after one use. So, I clean them which takes 3 to 5 minutes — barely worth it economically, but less wasteful.
- channel-lock pliers to open stuck caps
- allen wrench to clean out cap hole
- needlenose pliers to pull out hardened epoxy
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to be most effective. Auto body fillers such as Bondo are far too rigid to adjust to the movement of wood. They fall out sooner or later. Bondo, as well as common wood putties and "spackles," are not adhesive enough to stick to exterior wood if the paint fails.

Epoxy formulated for wood repairs is flexible and extremely adhesive. The stuff sticks well to all common building materials and is more weatherproof than most of them. (The only adhesion problems I've had were on dusty or greasy surfaces.)

If not applied carefully and effectively, epoxy consolidant can actually trap moisture, causing further decay. The decayed wood must be completely dry to its full depth, or the epoxy will form an impervious shell that traps moisture in the wood beneath.

Protect parts to be treated in place by covering loosely with poly sheeting. You might have to remove the decayed parts and set them aside for several days or weeks in a cool ventilated area.

Materials

Both consolidant and adhesive paste-filler epoxies come as two-part systems that you mix together. The mixture gels, or begins to harden, after several minutes to several hours. The length of time depends on the original formulation and on the surrounding temperature.

The mixture hardens due to a chemical reaction from within. The reaction generates heat. When large amounts are mixed or thick sections are treated, heat builds up causing faster setting and even more heat buildup. This cumulative cycle of heat can make it set sooner than you want, or even cause a fire, if you're not aware of it.

After several days the epoxy reaches its final strength and hardness. Depending on the original formulation, the epoxy will be more or less flexible, to match the characteristics of the surrounding wood.

Consolidants are syrupy liquids formulated especially to soak into fibrous materials such as decayed wood. Generally, a consolidant that is thinner in consistency and takes longer to gel will penetrate further than a thick, quick setting one.

Adhesive paste filler is made of a two-part liquid epoxy very similar to consolidants. Powdery thickeners are blended in to make a paste that ranges from the consistency of mayonnaise to stiff mashed potatoes. Other fillers give the cured paste the strength and flexibility characteristics of wood.

You can formulate your own paste of epoxy consolidant with sawdust and a little cornstarch. But the commercially prepared materials are much more reliable.

Housekeeping

An important part of mixing and using epoxies is good housekeeping and cleanliness. I try to keep all of the epoxy in containers or in the wood I'm working on. If even small drips or traces of the stuff escape, I wipe it up with a small rag and toss it in a trash container.

Using rags only once may seem wasteful, but it is important to keep these hazardous materials out of your eyes and off your bare skin until they have cured.

Keep your work area organized. You are often working against the gel time of the epoxy, which seems all too short. You need to have all of your parts and materials at hand without tripping over a lot of clutter.

I even keep my storage and mixing equipment lined up with A-parts on the left and B-parts on the right to avoid mixing errors. Label caps and lids. If they get on the wrong container they will be glued there forever.

Have all preparation work complete before starting with the epoxies.

Retard setting of consolidant by mixing small amounts, working in the shade or during cool weather.

Be careful not to inadvertently glue parts together. Once I embarrassed myself by gluing a sliding sash into its frame when I installed it before the epoxy was set.

Although you don't need woodworking skills to work with epoxies, you do need an understanding of wood. Other aspects of your project may require woodworking skills for successful completion.
Mixing

Mixing requires some care. Proportions aren't super-critical, but you must follow these guidelines.

Use clean mixing equipment to avoid contamination. Don't use the same container again right away. Remnants of the old batch will accelerate the new batch, causing it to set much too quickly. Thorough mixing is necessary for the reaction to be complete.

Containers can be disposable, or flexible so that hardened epoxy can be broken out once it has cured.

SUPPLIERS

Suppliers for epoxy materials are becoming more common. Check with your local marine suppliers or use the following manufacturers who make direct sales.

**Conservation Services**
8 Lakeside Trail
Kinnelon, NJ 07405
(201) 838-6412

These products cure more slowly than Abatron's (below). This makes them especially good for repairs to thick parts left in place for treatment such as window sills. The cured epoxy is also more flexible.

**Con Serv (f) Flexible Consolidant 100**
Slow cure allows 5-7 hours application time for deep penetration, cures to a rubberband-like hardness in 3-6 days; especially good for thick sections or when application is from only one side of the part.

**Con Serv (f) Flexible Patch 200**
Putty-like filler, comes in four parts; mixing in small amounts is more difficult than WoodEpox (below) but gives you more control of consistency and hardness; expands and contracts with wood when cured.

**Nitril rubber gloves**
Heavier than disposable gloves, but thin enough so you can feel what you're doing.

**Abatron**
141 Center Drive
Gilberts, IL 60136
(312) 426-2200

These products cure somewhat faster and harden harder than ConServ - good for projects such as window sashes where there is a lot of repetitive work and deep penetration is not needed because the parts are small.

**LiquidWood-1 (consolidant)**
Quick gel time allows 1-2 hours application time for higher production rate but less penetration.

**WoodEpox-2 (adhesive paste)**
Adhesive paste filler comes as two pastes you mix in equal parts which simplifies mixing; final hardness adjustable by varying the ratio. Can be thinned with LiquidWood but this makes it less flexible.

**Your local drug store**

**Application Bottles**
8-fluid-ounce hair-dye bottles are ideal for mixing and applying consolidant. They are inexpensive, have a liquid-proof screw-top seal, and measurement markings on the side which help in mixing. (ROUX Color Applicator, by Roux Laboratories, Jacksonville, Fla., is especially good if you're cleaning and reusing bottles.)

**Disposable Gloves**
Close-fitting vinyl gloves are good for light work. Available 50 per box for about $7.
The porous, decayed wood at the end of the moulding was tacked to a piece of plywood covered with poly sheeting, to hold pieces in place as they are soaked with consolidant and glued. The final repair is a sturdy original moulding ready to nail in place without cutting or fitting.

taminate one supply with the other. With a 1 1/2” putty knife I spread the paste out and then scrape it up into one lump, again and again until the mass is smooth and thoroughly mixed. It usually takes about five minutes.

When I’m done mixing I leave the paste spread out thin across the board. This helps prevent heat buildup until the paste is applied.

Consolidating

Maximum penetration is the key requirement for effective consolidation of decayed wood. Often, a thin layer of sound wood forms a shell over deep decay. Drilling holes in a honeycomb pattern speeds and increases penetration.

SAFETY

† Epoxies are toxic chemicals. Read product safety warnings and directions before starting.
† Avoid contact with eyes and skin. Use goggles, gloves, long sleeves, and a heavy work apron.
† Avoid breathing fumes. Work outside or in a well-ventilated area. When sanding epoxy patches, wear a high-quality dust mask. For maximum protection, wear a vapor respirator with proper cartridge when mixing or applying epoxies.
† Watch out for spills and drips. Mask off areas next to the repair. Clean up spills promptly with cloth rags. Avoid vapor hazard by placing all cleanup and mixing materials in a trash can outside the house.
† Use soap or detergent — not epoxy solvents — to wash epoxy off your skin.
† Use disposable stir sticks and gloves. Launder soiled clothing separately.
† Epoxies are flammable. Store in a cool location. Don’t smoke or use an open flame. Heat can build up when large amounts are mixed. Keep an eye on mixed batches, feel the container for excessive heat. Have a CO₂ extinguisher on hand.

Once the decayed wood is consolidated, missing wood can be filled in with adhesive paste filler. If you are filling wood not already treated with consolidant, apply some consolidant as a primer.

I fill large voids in layers up to an inch thick at a time, letting each layer harden before applying the next. More than an inch might cause excessive heat buildup.

After the filler is cured you can work it with ordinary woodworking tools and methods. It can be carved, drilled, rasped and sanded. A hand plane will make shavings that look just like wood, except for the color. The epoxy will hold screws and nails; I usually pre-drill a pilot hole.

I use a mixture of consolidant and paste to make an excellent gap-filling, weatherproof glue.

An epoxy surface planed or sanded smooth will hold oil-base paint without any problems. When making future repairs, new epoxy will adhere well to the old.

John Leek, a contractor and consultant who lives in Sanford, Maine, helps homeowners, contractors, and architects maintain and understand their early buildings. (RR 1, Box 2947, Sanford, ME 04073; (207) 324-9597.)
Details such as this shell are what ultimately make a house interesting, so don’t be afraid to try your hand. Mine may never be one of the great carvings of the 19th-century revival. But it does show that within each of us lies latent creativity. To get started, you need simply to organize.

— Gerard Cole

This manuscript from an OHJ reader gives clear, step-by-step instructions on how to carve a gable-end shell ornament and how to build a gable fan. But it’s also about an approach to projects: Take time to know what you want, break the whole down into manageable parts, and do it.

I learned something from this article — even though my old house has no gable ends to decorate.

— P. Poore

CARVING

IS REALLY A MATTER OF ORGANIZATION

by Gerard MacLachlan Cole, Jr.

photos and illustrations by Gerard MacLachlan Cole, Jr.

A time came in my porch restoration when I had to decide exactly how I was going to decorate the two gable-ends over the stairs. I wanted to rebuild the “sunrise” fan designs, but with something more attractive than the original plain half-circles at their centers. I was also determined to have first-class joinery.

Some simple designs came to mind but, having never done carving, I feared the project might fall into the “forget it, not me!” category. However, as I thought over the steps needed, I realized that carving is really a matter of organization.

This is, of course, a “How to Carve a Shell” article, but I also hope to show how planning ahead and a step-by-step approach to woodworking can be applied to any carving. Don’t look at your project in its entirety or it will overwhelm you. Instead, try to see various shapes and planes and resolve each into an element within your capabilities.

I make no claim that this is the only or even best method of carving. I chose electric rotary tools because they allowed me to be less concerned about wood grain direction and splitting out. I also like the way burrs and rasps that fit into a quarter-inch chuck can be run by flexible shafts connected to large drills or motors — a very handy setup. On a subsequent project I did use various carving chisels and sometimes found them to be easier and faster. Using both electric and hand tools seems right to me.
The Shell Section

1) Work out a design and make a full-sized drawing. Consider problems with perspective rising from the shell's location on the house. While designs A through D are based on perfect circles, the centers are a full inch above the bottom edge. This way the shell, partially hidden by the gable trim when viewed from below, does not lose its most interesting details and still appears semi-circular.

2) Obtain appropriate wood stock. Overall dimensions depend on the size shell you need (I'll talk about this later), but start with enough wood to produce a substantial deep-relief carving. I chose pine (for life and workability), 2-inch stock (1 1/2 inches actual dimension).

3) Tape your drawing onto the stock at two places along one edge, like a hinge. Slide a piece of carbon paper under the drawing and trace the design onto the wood, omitting anything that will appear in the laminated part.

4) Using a bandsaw or sabresaw, cut out the rough semicircle of the shell and sand smooth. Rout a rabbet around the back edge so that the 3/8-inch-thick boards of the sunrise will go behind the finished shell rather than butt up to it — stronger than mounting to the face of the boards, and very weathertight when sealed with caulk. Use a bit with a pilot bearing and cut the rabbet 3/8 to 1/2-inch deep.

5) If you start your carving on the inner part (such as the top of the shell segments) and make a mistake towards the outside, you're committed to that dimension and unable to "fudge" your way out of the error. Start with the outside edge first and work towards the middle. If you goof a little, you can follow through with your mistake as you progress and the error will be unnoticeable.

This said, the next step is to go over the outside edge of the shell with the saw and cut the scallops that define each shell segment. Re-sand to the final contour. Then round off the new edge using a quarter-round router bit chucked into your rotary tool. Sharp corners cause finishes to fracture rapidly (the wear factor from wind-borne water and dust alone is extremely high), so I make sure that there are no sharp corners on exterior work. Even a slight rounding of corners — say, 1/2-inch radius — will add considerable life to the finish yet retain the square corner appearance.

6) Change to a v-burr bit and carefully carve the shadow groove that follows the scalloped edge of the shell. A v-shaped groove won't trap water that would freeze and split the wood.) Don't cut to the full depth all at once! Instead, start shallow and work your way down in four or five passes. Do one lobe at a time. Try to be firm on the last pass to produce a smooth, even contour. If some wiggles remain, go back and gently even them out.

After the basic groove is completed, the dips between lobes can be carved to a point.

7) Next, rout out the face. Use a 1/4-inch round-end router bit; with only two cutting edges, it cuts faster and easier
than a burr. The round end makes less harsh cuts, making later correction easier should you over-cut. Start with the entire surface of the segment for the first few passes, then rout less and less to the outside as you cut deeper, creating "steps." Be careful not to damage the divisions, which you'll find are necessary to hold your router and maintain control over cutting depth.

After the segments have been roughed out, reset your bit depth and rout around the scrolls. This will carve a piece out of the divisions and establish their height near the center. Now judge the planes near the center of the work and, if necessary, cut deeper.

The Scroll Section

Guidelines on the rough-sawn block (below) become the scroll faces when the block is cut (above).

1) Work can begin on the laminated scroll. Trace its outline onto a good tight-grained piece of 1-inch scrap. Also trace the curve of the scroll faces where they are closest to each other. Remove the pattern and, with the aid of a square, draw two vertical lines so that each is tangent to one of the curved lines. Draw a horizontal line between these vertical lines at the point where they touch the curves. This line will later be the only guide you will have for drawing the scrolls.

On the bandsaw, cut out the section, being careful not to cut inside the line anywhere. On the top of the cut-out section, draw two angular straight lines which will be the angular faces of the scrolls.

2) Go back to the bandsaw and carefully cut the angles you have just marked. Do not cut to the line, but leave room for error in case the saw-cut isn't square. Now sand to the line: The angled line on top, the vertical line on the front, and the vertical back corner are your guides.

3) Place the partially-formed block into position on the shell. With the pattern next to you, draw the scroll onto the angular planes. Start with the outside curves at the point where the horizontal line on the front plane meets the angular planes, and draw away from this point in both directions. Stay loose, light, and sketchy until the entire scroll is marked, then go back to correct and smooth out the form and proportions. Make sure that your drawing extends fully to the edges in all directions, or your scroll will be undersized when carved.

4) Using the sander, remove top and bottom corners across the front. Sand to the line, but not past top center, which could create a hollow that holds water.

5) This is as far as you can conveniently progress with the loose block, so the next step is to glue it in position on the shell. Choose a waterprooof glue — or one day, after the paint is old and the seal is broken, you're likely to find the piece lying in the yard.

6) When the glue is hard, the laminated block is ready for carving. Start with the obvious. As material is removed, the next step will reveal itself. With the large oval burr still in
In forming the scroll edges, you will carve below your carving level of the previous step, and the recessed triangles between the back edges of the scrolls will have become elevated. That's fine; it shows that you didn't take out too much material when roughing out the shape. At this point, concentrate only on the scroll edges.

the rotary tool, begin roughing out the v at the junction of the scrolls. Work both up and down from this point. Stay well clear of finished edges, or you may create dips and hollows where you don't want them and can't correct them. You can take a little more material out of the recessed triangular areas between the back edges of the scrolls, but don't get too bold, and don't get too close to the shell.

7) Change to a straight cylindrical burr. Again starting at the junction of the scrolls, perfect the edges of the scrolls. Ideally, the edges should be at about 90° to the faces, but they can be somewhat less without ill effect, as seen in the top-view drawing, page 30. Below the junction, the relative angle flattens out considerably. The tops are already at right angles, so you shouldn't cut anything away from here; blend the front edges to these. For the moment, don't work behind top center.

8) After the scroll edges are formed into a smooth curve, change the bit to a small round burr and remove the tri-

I intended to nail these pieces onto the gable end, so I pre-drilled holes a couple of thousandths of an inch smaller than the nails. It'd be a shame to split the wood in its finest hour.

angular areas between the scrolls. Work down and out from the center by gradual degrees. Don't get too close to the scroll edges until your depth has been attained, then do your trimming. Be careful not to undercut the bottom v of the top triangle. Finally, trim the points of the vs with a knife or the v-burr. The v at the bottom of the top triangle must angle down to shed water.

9) Now, for the first time, shape and blend together the laminated scroll piece with the shell. Change bits to best suit the operation. Continue the outside edge of the scroll behind top center, but tilt the bit relative to the scroll face, rather than at 90°, to allow for water runoff.

Trim the small shelf on the shell piece (at the back of the scroll curve) to the scroll face angle. Smooth and perfect the curve. Undercut the scroll slightly at the second shell segment and at the division just below. This will create greater relief.

10) With the v-burr, carve out the scroll line. Start in the middle of the line and work towards both ends. As you approach the shell segment at the bottom end, carve deeper, but not to the full depth of the segment, yet. Form the faces of the bottom shell divisions. The outsides should have the same curve as the other divisions, then should blend smoothly into the plane of the scroll face. Trim the sides of these divisions, then blend with their segment bottoms. Now blend both to the incisions coming out of the scrolls, cutting these incisions wider and deeper as necessary to make smooth forms.

Finishing

First prime everything — front, back, edges. (I used two coats of a good oil-based primer.) Paint everything. (I used two coats of the best latex.)

The carving will look its best when the sun is striking it at an angle from the side. Optimum conditions are at best fleeting, however, and the rest of the time the carving will appear comparatively flat. To enhance shadowing, I shaded the form. Mix a slightly darker value of your paint color. Paint it on all planes which are perpendicular to the back, and all planes which face somewhat downward. Dry-brush the edges to blend into the original color.

Mix a slightly darker value still. Paint only the downward-facing areas, the shadow groove around the outside of the shell, and the grooves that form the scrolls. The end result will allude to lighting from top center. Do not shade so that it appears the light is coming from the side; you want your shading more universal, otherwise it could look strange during some lighting conditions.

Installation

Many observations around my area have led me to the following conclusions:

♦ Generally, an even number of boards was used to make the fan design, which means that the gable will be bisected by a joint instead of a board.
♦ The number of boards used depends on the widest
tapered board that you can take from a modern 1 x 6 (the
originals were ½-inch true).

The determination of the size of the center circular form
seems to be ⅓ of the distance across the bottom of the
gable triangle, measured soffit to soffit. Where the carving
is in deep relief, the size is increased to ⅓.

Find what angle is needed to contain the taper within
your longest board, then choose that or the nearest smaller
angle which will multiply evenly to 90°. (Examples: 15°
each equals six boards; 12.86° each for seven boards; eight
boards would take an 11.25° angle each.) Place your center
decoration into position and trace it onto the gable end.
Measure up the center of the gable to the peak from the
center of your design (which in this case was one inch
above the bottom). With one side of a bevel square on the
center line, record the roof angle.

Along one side of your 6-inch stock, measure from the
end the height of the gable center, less ½ inch. With a
protractor, draw a line at the desired angle from this mark
back to the end, forming a thin triangle. Lay the bevel
square along the original side. From the corner of the
board, draw the roof angle. Draw a line parallel to the
diagonal line, leaving room for saw kerf and planing. This
line will run off the board on the second side. From this
point, measure the gable height less ½ inch along the side
of the board, mark, and draw the roof angle from this. You
should now have two triangles which will be your middle
pieces. After cutting them out, plane the edges, then bevel
at 45° to within ¼ inch from the back. (Don’t forget to flop
one piece before beveling or you’ll have something like
two lefts and no right.)

Place one board into position with the long side exactly
along the gable center line, making sure that the other side
points to the center spot. Tack, using three nails driven no
more than ¼ inch into the gable. Place the second board
tightly next to the first. Mark the boards for the center
decoration from the earlier tracing on the gable.

Measure the open side of one of the boards you tacked
up. Place one leg of the bevel square against it and again
record the roof angle. Proceed as before, board by board,
until all of the pieces are tacked up with the cut-off place
for the center decoration marked on each. Label each
board: 1, 3, 5 for left, 2, 4, 6 for right.

Take them all down again to cut off the narrow ends as
marked. Do not remove the nails, just pop off the boards.
When the end is cut and the board put back, the nails will
find their original holes for exact repositioning. Nail all
boards and countersink the nail heads. I used 4d finishing
nails, placed about 3½ inches apart along both edges of
each board. Now prime everything.

Even though the fascia board is a 1 x 4, this seemed too
heavy for under the eaves. I checked the original and found
that a 2½-inch board was about right. Cut and mitre the
two boards to fit and join properly. Prime the back sides,
then install so that the nail heads will be covered by the
crown mould. Make sure that the crown mould fits tightly
along the soffit and at the mitre. Countersink the nails, then
prime the frieze.

Let the primer dry for a couple of days, then fill the nail
holes in both fan and frieze. I use glazing compound (mod­
ern window putty). Allow to dry for a day or two, then
paint the frieze. After two coats, paint the fan.

Install your center decoration, countersink the nails, fill,
allow to dry, and paint the fills. Caulking in the fan vs
behind the center decoration and along the bottom of the
gable will save you grief in the long run.

There you are: one decayed Victorian artifact restored.
Some articles are born in direct response to reader inquiries. This one got started trying to find answers to often-asked questions about clapboard and weatherboard siding — answers I soon discovered weren't even hiding in the back issues of OEH! The solution was to do some primary research — in antique texts, travels with a camera, talks with mill owners, carpenters, preservationists — and present the results here.

Housebuilding methods vary widely across the U.S., so it's impossible to document every practice, or to accurately date those practices for each region. Even the meaning of terms like clapboard, weatherboard, long siding or novelty depends on where you are. The information I've gathered is a general consensus from many sources. While it won't be the last word on siding or have all the answers, I hope it will sort out some of the questions. I look forward to reading the inevitable mail from other experts.

**Why are they called clapboards?**

There are many explanations. Here are two:

- **clapboard**: n. (For obsolete *clapbolt* derived from German *klappbolz*. Orig., a size of oak board used for making barrelstaves and for wainscoting; — *The New Century Dictionary* 1957.

  According to very old dictionaries published in England, clapboards were thin boards formed ready for the cooper's use for the manufacture of casks. They were originally "cloveboards," because they were "cloven" out by hand and not made with a saw as other boards are. In course of time the word was abbreviated to "cloboards," "clapboards," and "clapboards." — *Carpentry and Building* 1898.

**How are clapboards made?**

There are three distinct ways, each with its own history:

**RIVING**

From the Colonial era until the early 1800s, New England clapboards were all hand rived from logs rarely longer than four feet. Riving is a splitting process where each board is pried radially out of a log by working with the grain, almost like cutting sections from a grapefruit. The result is a board that follows the tree's natural structure.
BEVEL SIDING

Rived Clapboard

Hand-split and hand-planed.

Riftsawn and Resawn Clapboard

Riftsawn clapboard has true quartersawn grain and is an isosceles triangle (when viewed on end) with a fine feather edge. Resawn clapboard has quarter- to flatsawn grain and forms a near-right triangle.

Bungalow

A thicker and wider variety of resawn bevel siding, known as “Colonial” in some areas.

DROP SIDING

Drop siding lies flat on wall studding and is usually 3/4 inch thick. It has matched edges, either shiplapped or tongue-and-groove, to make tighter joints than bevel siding, and can be used without sheathing. By some standards, drop siding is only tongue-and-groove and in many areas all patterns are called novelty siding.

Rustic Siding

Each of these sidings is milled so that their actual thickness is less than their appearance. This approach saves lumber and allows the use of extra nails on wide patterns to prevent warping.

Log Cabin

A log lookalike with shiplapped joints.

Dolly Varden

Rabbeted-edge bevel siding.

Anzac

Bevel siding shaped on the back to lie flat on studding.
RESAWING

Machine-made clapboards did not appear before the 1800s and the Industrial Revolution. An early true bandsaw was developed around 1830, and by 1890 machines specifically designed to saw clapboards were common, spawning clapboard mills in any town large enough to feed a business.

Machine-made clapboards are made by resawing rough lumber at a bias with a bandsaw to create beveled siding. The best product is quartersawn-resawn — that is, quartersawn stock resawn so that it approximates the grain orientation of rived boards. The least desirable is flatsawn-resawn, where the grain can run in any direction, creating a board prone to warping. The pattern used to initially saw a log determines the proportion of near quartersawn to almost flatsawn lumber it can yield and thus much of the clapboard quality. After sawing, clapboards are edged and surface planed on one face in a power planer.

Resawing is the fastest — though not the only — method of making clapboards by machine, and is the most common process used today.

RIFTSAWING

Riftsawing is a machine technique that duplicates hand riving. While patents for this process date from the 1820s with many mills operating into this century, their heyday was the late 1800s. This era also witnessed the heyday of clapboarding and the simultaneous realization that the great pine forests were fast disappearing. Riftsawing was labor intensive, but it produced more siding from a log than any other process.

In a riftsaw mill, logs are suspended by spindles in a carriage over the circular saw blade, instead of alongside it as in a standard mill. Use of such a carriage means the log can be rotated, and beveled
Clapboards cut complete in one operation by working radially around its circumference. Some early mills could work only with logs divided into quarters, but later designs were able to suspend an entire log. These latter machines typically sawed four-foot logs 16 to 20 inches in diameter, with six-foot models on record by 1902. Once cut, individual clapboards were pried off the log core, dried, and then planed and edged like the resawn product.

Riftsawing clapboards was slower than resawing and required large, prime timber, but it had many advantages. First, it made excellent use of the tree, turning out more siding and less saw dust. It also reduced waste from knots. Second, it produced a superior quality clapboard that was always truly quartersawn. This meant boards were highly stable and showed a minimum of shrinkage and warping. In addition, a quartersawn face took paint well and was highly durable when exposed to the weather because a minimum of soft summerwood was subjected to the elements (important with a species like pine).

What is the best wood for clapboards?

Traditionally, the best New England clapboards were made from #1 Eastern White Pine, a wood still in service on houses over 200 years old. When good pine was not available, hemlock or spruce were also used (hemlock's a little better), but this "poor man's clapboard" was found to erode between annular rings or "washboard" and wear out more quickly than pine. Northeastern cedar, although good for shingles, was a little knotty, had "sloped" grain, and tended to powder and flake as it aged.

Other regions developed siding from different tree species. Poplar had limited use in New England, but was very common in Southern states where it stood up well and was readily accessible. Cypress, back when it was plentiful, was also put to use in warm states. When railroads reached the big timber forests of the Northwest around 1900, West Coast products, specifically California Pine and Western Red Cedar, flowed out across the country to compete with local materials. The huge trees made possible very wide siding that was both appealing and economical. Although not the traditional stock for clapboards, these woods were highly popular during the building booms of this century.

What are the best nails for clapboarding?

Before the Industrial Revolution, the 3-penny square or rose-headed nail was traditional. Today's choice would be a weatherproof, thin-shanked, 3- to 5-penny wire box nail. Hot-dipped galvanized nails are the easiest to find (and superior to electro-coated); aluminum, copper, monel, bronze, and stainless steel are excellent. If available, nails with ring or spiral-threaded shanks hold best, and blunt or diamond-pointed nails reduce the chances of splitting the siding. A large head is useful.

CLAPBOARD INSTALLATION

What is the best way to nail clapboards?

On this point, debate rages, because there are three ways to nail up beveled siding, each with a specific application:

- Nailing through two courses is at once the traditional method for hand-rived clapboards, and apparently the prevalent method for beveled siding in the 1800s and earlier. With this technique, nails are spaced ½ inch to ¾ inch above the butt of the clapboard so that they also anchor the top of the board in the course below. Rived clapboards on buildings over 200 years old have survived without cracking or splitting using this method, undoubtedly due to the limited expansion and contraction of this kind of clapboard. Two-course nailing appears on houses with riftsawn clapboard for the same reason, and is also seen on buildings with resawn siding. All current producers of riftsawn clapboards we surveyed recommend this style of nailing, as do any carpentry references we found dated before 1915.

- Nailing through a single course is the method recommended in much beveled-siding literature today. Here, nails are located a sufficient distance up from the board butt to miss the top of the underlying course entirely. This nailing practice does not hold the width of the board "captive" in the event of expansion, and may have become popular with the widespread use in this century of non-traditional siding stock such as Western Red Cedar. (Some argue this method increases the chances a board will split or cup.) Single nailing is also seen on lapped, rectangular, weatherboard-type siding where the boards are wide and fairly thick.

- Blind nailing has been noted on some buildings with rived siding no wider than 4½ inches, and is of more interest as a historical technique than as a practical method. With blind nailing, nails are driven 10 to 12 inches apart only at the top of each board — much like shingles. The butt edge is left unattached with the result that no nails are left exposed in the finished job and nailheads are protected from weathering. In many cases, though, the butts wound up being spot-nailed years later anyway to close gaps.

How are clapboards laid up?

The two schools of thought are working from the bottom up and working from the top down.
Working from the bottom up, as in shingling, is probably the most popular method and the one that comes first to most people's minds. Here, the initial board is started at the watertable or foundation line of the house, and each succeeding board is lapped over the one that preceded it. Any nailing method can be used when working from the bottom up, and it is the only technique where blind nailing is possible.

Working from the top down sounds awkward to the non-carpenter, but it may have originated as the easiest way to lay up longer courses of machine-made clapboards, which were eventually far longer than the hand-rived version. Those who swear by this method say it has three advantages: First, starting with the top board on a wall simplifies fitting this course in a weatherproof joint at the eave (usually in a rabbet under a piece of trim). Second, working from the top down means each new board is slid under the previous course, and will be cinched in position for nailing. This speeds installation and means a person can work alone without another set of hands to hold up boards. Third, "wedging" the courses together in this fashion produces tight lapping.

A unique advantage of clapboard and other simple lapped sidings is the flexibility in course spacing. Edge-matched siding (like drop) is committed to the same width in every course, which means boards will be notched somewhere in a wall when going around obstacles. Clapboard spacing, on the other hand, can be adjusted to fit neatly in whole boards around windows and doors.

Systems for determining spacing vary, but many carpenters start by dividing the height of a window into equal units that produce a likely weatherface exposure for the clapboards (for example, 4½ inches). This dimension is then used as the basic spacing for the area above and below the windows and adjusted where necessary to make the courses finish evenly on the wall. Many carpenters calculate these measurements on a storey pole, a piece of light lumber the height of a wall used as a gauge to standardize spacing on the walls. The storey pole is held vertically up snug to the frieze board (or other eave trim) and the spacings are transferred to the wall. Course lines are then snapped off with a chalkline.

**How are clapboards joined in courses?**

Where rived clapboards had to meet each other they were skived instead of butt-jointed. In skiving, the clapboard ends are shaved with a swipe of a drawknife to produce a featheredge that laps with the next board. The skived area was roughly four times the thickness of the butt (the thick edge), and could be cut at an angle to the board end as well as parallel to it. Skiving was not only an efficient way to produce very weathertight joints, but it also eliminated the problem of fitting handplaned boards of irregular thickness so that they looked uniform. It also meant a joint could be made with one nail instead of two — a serious saving in the days when everything was handmade.

With machine-made clapboards, it is good technique to avoid joints in courses as much as possible by careful planning and using long lumber for stretches under windows. Where joints are necessary, however, a butt joint is used with ends cut at a slight bevel to improve the fit. Ends can be painted with prime or preservative, but use of caulks or sealants is not recommended. In the best quality work, joints are planned so they land on a wall stud. This way, the ends of both clapboards can be nailed to framing and the joint is less likely to shift and open.

**How wide should the weatherface exposure on clapboards be?**

"Wide enough to do the job" is the only answer that applies in every case. From what we could find, it appears that clapboard exposure in the past 200 years follows no strict rule, but is instead determined by two factors: the maximum width of the board and the intended visual effect of the completed siding. The latter varies by region and architectural period.

Traditional clapboards and most bevel siding have to be lapped by 1 to 1½ inches to be weathertight, and this has a big influence on the exposure. Hand-rived boards could be split to a maximum width of about 4½ inches, so the resulting exposure was typically 3 inches. Machine manufacturing of clapboards in the 1800s made 5- and 6-inch riftsawn clapboards possible, along with larger sizes for resawn versions. These products allowed exposures of 4½ inches and greater. When the broad West Coast woods grew popular in this century, siding with an exposure as large as 9 inches became both feasible and fashionable.

Even when clapboard that permitted exposures of 3, 4¼, or 9 inches was available, it was not always used to its full capacity. As mentioned, course widths were often varied to side evenly around windows and doors. They were also compressed in hard weather areas (such as the Atlantic Coast) to make a thicker, more weather-resistant cladding for the house. Also, there is strong evidence that exposure was governed by "look." On the Maine coast are examples of solidly massed Adam houses with very narrow clapboard
EXPOSURE SURVEY

A quick tour with a ruler produces some interesting data.
exposure, undoubtedly intended to make a visual statement with a great number of shadow lines. Buildings of the same style and vintage with substantially different exposures (such as the examples shown directly below) are not hard to find, either. Exposures can even differ on a single building facade and be graduated up the height of the wall (once again, like shingles) to achieve a foreshortening effect. In the 18th century, this kind of spacing might be used only on the front face of the house — the side where an aesthetic statement would have most impact.

Locally on Penobscot Bay, this family-run business produces top-quality, radially-sawn clapboards on the only known eight-foot mill. Bill Donnell is the sawyer (friends call him "the Gucci of clapboards") and Mayra Donnell (outside) is business manager and grader. Here, prime Eastern White Pine logs (no less than 16 inches in diameter) are stacked waiting to enter the mill.

A spin of the flywheel from Bill Donnell starts "John," the mill's powerplant — a 1939 John Deere make-and-break engine — and production can begin. First a log is hoisted into place on the "rosser," a giant lathe. The rosser removes the bark from the log and turns it down to a giant dowel.
Once the boards are dry they are sent through the 1889 Lane clapboard planer for surfacing on one face and dressing on both edges. Modern planers are faster, but they also compress the wood, making it harder for paint to hold. The Lane planer operates both planing knives and edge cutters at the same time, and can mill two boards at once.

After turning, the dowel is hoisted over to the sawmill carriage. With the overhead carriage, individual clapboards eight feet long are cut from the log one at a time. After each cut the log is rotated and a new board is started. Then, a small spade-like tool called a slick is used to pry freshly cut clapboards off the log. The green wood of the fresh boards is so evenly cut you can sometimes see light through them.

After sawing, clapboards are air dried (rather than kiln dried) to retain the natural resins that give the wood its longevity. A Donnell saying is "Cook your food — not your wood (and not too much)."

End trimming and grading are the last steps before the clapboards are packaged for shipment.
The final product has beautifully clear, straight grain across its face, tangential grain on its edge — a perfectly quartersawn clapboard.

Between logs there’s time to consult with the foreman.

Donnell’s Clapboard Mill can be reached at:
County Road R.R. Box 1560
Sedgwick, ME 04676
(207) 359-2036

Typical practice on the New Hampshire seacoast: exposure graded from 2½ inches at the bottom to 4 inches at the top (William Pitt Tavern, Portsmouth, 1766).

CLAPBOARD DETAILING

How do you deal with corners in clapboarding?

The two classic treatments for outside corners are mitering and corner boards.

In mitering, the boards in the same course are simply cut at 45° where they meet, and then nailed to the corner post of the framing. Manufactured corner caps are an alternative to plain mitered corners (which can open up as they age and let in water). Historically, mitering was probably an economical way to finish a corner because it didn’t require additional hand-cut lumber.
Cornerboards are the preferred corner treatment, both for appearance and weathertight integrity. Here, appropriate trim is nailed to the cornerpost first (usually two lapped boards of different widths), then clapboards are butted to this lumber. Cornerboards can be designed to appear the same width on both walls, or substantially wider on the main facade to have a pilaster effect. The pinnacle of cornerboard treatments perhaps was in the Georgian and Greek Revival eras, when corners were detailed into full-blown pilasters and wood quoins.

Interior corners, never as involved as outside corners, also make use of cornerboards. A single square stick (often 3/4 inch by 3/4 inch but dependent on the thickness of the siding) is nailed in the corner first. Then clapboards are fitted so they finish at the board.

**What about ending clapboards at eaves and foundations?**

As mentioned, clapboards are usually tucked into a rabbet under a frieze board or other trim at the eaves. (This is also the best way to install clapboards under windows.) The treatment for gables is a matter of taste, and could mean hiding the clapboards behind rake boards, or just ending them at the rake.

Last, foundation treatments also vary according to taste and building style. Early Colonial houses were sometimes clapboarded right down to the soil line, a straightforward method that promoted wood rot. Where masonry foundations were used, the first clapboard might instead begin at the sill with just a starter strip to support it. A better arrangement was some form of trim designed to throw rainwater running down the wall away from the foundation — the watterable. These treatments ranged from a simple drip cap to a widely flared skirt. In addition to deflecting water, the foundation detailing also anchors a house to its site in an attractive finish.
The Romanesque Revival (and, a decade later, Richardsonian Romanesque) is such a formal style that you would hardly expect it to turn up in ordinary houses. Yet how else to explain all those city brownstones with shadowy entrances set back deep behind low-slung arches embellished with terra-cotta jungle growth? What of the dark masonry fronts on block after city block of late-19th-century row-houses? Romanesque's reign was short — as a residential style, it first appeared in the 1870s, hit its stride in the late '80s, peaked in the '90s, and was virtually gone by 1900 — but its impact on the faces of our Victorian cities was deep and lasting.

Much like the Gothic Revival, the Romanesque Revival began in the 1840s and 1850s as a historical revival of medieval European and English church architecture — and it was used primarily for churches and public buildings. Richardsonian Romanesque, on the other hand, was a truly American style, adapting Romanesque forms and decorative motifs in innovative ways. Architects began to use the style for houses in the 1870s.

**THE ROMANESQUE REVIVAL**

- Hipped roof - usually in slate or tile
- Large double stone dormer with foliate decoration in tympanum and battered (slipping) cheeks
- Turret with conical roof
- One-over-one light double-hung sash
- Wall of rock-face ashlar stonework, laid in broken range bond
- Recessed entrance porch with large round arches on squat short colonettes — most typical of this style

by James C. Massey & Shirley Maxwell

Henry Hobson Richardson, the young architect who domesticated the Romanesque style and brought it into the American vocabulary, was no slave to history. Far from it. His interpretation of the medieval Romanesque was so fresh and powerful that in the United States the style became inseparably linked to his name. Richardson's talent catapulted Romanesque Revival to architectural stardom in the late 1880s. Ironically, its wide popularity began only after Richardson's untimely death in 1886, at the age of 47, when an influential monograph praising his work was published. But perhaps Richardson would not have liked or even recognized a lot of what spun off from his ideas.

At the beginning and at the end of this brief architectural episode was the masonry arch. Not a tall, pointed Gothic arch, but a sturdy, rounded, Roman one (after all, the Romans invented the arch), somewhat like those found earlier on Italianate buildings, but generally broader and shorter. A masonry rainbow firmly rooted at each end. It was weighty. Solid as a rock. Down to earth.
The building material of choice — and it was really the only choice — was masonry, preferably ashlar (square-cut) stones, generally with rough, or "rock-faced," surfaces set in broken-range (uneven) patterns. Brick and terra cotta also made a strong impression at lower cost. Because the technology for applying veneer layers of stone or brick as a facing had yet to be developed, walls were solid in reality as well as in appearance. To provide variety in texture and color, architects commonly specified two or more kinds and hues of stone. Brownstone (the popular term for a reddish-brown sandstone) was used so frequently that its name became synonymous with the townhouses of this era. It was a soft stone that could readily be carved into the intricate shapes late Victorians loved. They were especially fond of half-formed, viney foliage that seemed to be heaving itself bodily out of the rocky surfaces of lintels and column capitals. Not only were the building materials relatively expensive, even for urban row-houses, but if they were to be used to full effect, they also required expert craftsmen and generally more skillful designers.

The irregular surfaces of a Romanesque house trapped city grime, most of it generated by the coal-burning central furnaces of the houses themselves. This created considerable cleanup problems for later owners, who sometimes compounded their woes by painting over or, worse, sandblasting the dirty stone. (Anyone fortunate enough to own one of these treasures today undoubtedly understands the gentler ways of handling such housekeeping chores, such as low-pressure water cleaning, with or without mild chemical additions.)

Main rooflines were often gabled, sometimes very steeply gabled, although on row-houses they tended to be flat. Towers and turrets wore conical "witches' hats." Slate was the preferred roofing material. Corbeling (projecting rows of brickwork) along the eaves replaced the brackets

Visitors to H.H. Richardson's residential masterpiece, the Glessner House, generally entered through the round projection on the left of its rear brick-and-granite courtyard facade.

A typical Romanesque copper "witch's hat" caps the ornate tower of this Washington, D.C., mansion.

This was not a poor man's style. The Romanesque was a style of substance, a reflection of what many well-to-do Americans felt about themselves at the end of the 19th century: substantial, prosperous, and very sure of their places in the world. A man's home was his castle — his fortress, in fact — and the Romanesque Revival was the perfect building style to drive that point across. Thick, impenetrable walls; round, corner-tower lookouts; turrets and tall, half-round bays. About the only thing these edifices lacked was a moat and drawbridge.

And these were urban, not country, castles. For the most part, they were built in the big cities of the Northeast and Midwest. They were not often found in small towns, where any Romanesque buildings that were built most likely were churches, libraries, jails, or courthouses.
This Chicago row-house is teeming with Romanesque features: rough stone walls, recessed entrance porch, a mini-arcade of two arch-topped windows, a linked row of windows with transoms, and a Syrian arch.

of the Italianate and Second Empire styles.

Windows in a Romanesque building were most likely to have round-arch heads or, failing that, straight, heavy lintels, usually of rock-faced stone. The windows were deeply recessed, often grouped in sets of two or three and unified by a common stone lintel or a linked row of arches. By this time, one-over-one-light windows, with a single pane of glass in each sash, were universal in "modern" buildings such as these. Often a rectangular transom ran in a band across a set of square-headed windows. Arcades (rows of arched openings, windows, or doors) were a feature of the style. Usually three or four storeys tall, buildings often had dormers to light the upper level.

Romanesque doorways sank even deeper into the wall surfaces than windows did, protected from ill winds and prying eyes behind heavy stone arches. Porches became internal affairs, tucked under the second floor as part of the ubiquitous recessed entry. The porte-cochere (covered carriage entrance) was an important feature of many free-standing houses of this era, and chances are that it too would have had its very own, very impressive arch.

The use of arcades was not confined to window and door openings. In earlier Romanesque Revival buildings, "blind" arcades (recessed slightly into, but not through,
the wall surface) took the place of eave brackets, even marching up the sides of the “A” on gable-roofed buildings. They were sometimes the only real point of difference between Romanesque and Italianate buildings.

All those arches required some form of support, of course, and it usually came from columns or piers. The columns might be grouped in pairs or in clusters of little columns (colonettes); they might be tall or short, stout or slim, plain or decorated. The most popular were short, stout, and decorated. The low, wide Syrian-style arch that came into use at this time was virtually all arch and no column. If piers were used, they were likely to be squat. Often the arch was built right into the wall surface, as it was over the entrance to Chicago’s Glessner House, H.H. Richardson’s master residential work, which is pictured on page 43, lower right. The only columns on its imposing front wall are the rather small ones flanking the second-storey windows, and none of them is connected with an arch at all.*

The Richardsonian Romanesque was intended to be used for large, grand, freestanding buildings. But when this style reached the popular level — in party-wall townhouses, for example — it was inclined to lose some of its dash and dignity. The logical overall composition of Richardson’s own buildings led to a rather subdued decorative scheme, stripped of any unnecessary ornament. Everyday houses, based on vaguely Richardsonian and Romanesque ideas, were liable to be more of a hodge-podge. They might have a tower here, an arch there, a bit of figurative ornament on a column or a lintel — all these elements would be tacked onto standard spec-house plans to produce a picturesque effect. Finding round corner towers unworkable in continuous facades like row-houses, local builders were more likely to substitute flattened-out bays or oriel. There was no reason to forego arched windows and entryways, however, and Romanesque ornament was far too tempting to pass up. Those easy elements often were called upon to stand in for the whole style.

Richardson also worked in the Shingle style, which some view as a wood version of Romanesque (conversely, others see Romanesque as a masonry version of Shingle style). Similarities certainly exist, particularly in the bulky masses. But there are enough important differences to warrant a separate article on Shingle-style houses.

The Romanesque style possessed all the faults inherent in its virtues. In uninspired hands, its weightiness came across as just plain gloomy. Its claims to dignity might have seemed pretentious; its formality felt stiff. Other styles popular at the time, namely the Queen Anne and Shingle, were lighter baggage to carry in the journey toward a new century. And only a few short years later came the promise of even more architectural freedom and greater stylistic difference in the Bungalow and the all-American Colonial Revival.

*Glessner House is open for one-hour tours (1800 South Prairie Ave., Chicago); schedule varies by season. $4. (312) 326-1393; groups, (312) 922-3452.
Most of us cannot claim the privilege of owning a baronial Romanesque Revival home, not to mention one that is Richardsonian Romanesque. Nevertheless, we can all learn something about late-19th-century interiors by looking at Richardson's influence. Although H.H. Richardson himself designed relatively few homes, his residential interior work had significant impact on other high-style interiors. If you own a house built in the 1870s or '80s, quite possibly it was influenced by the Romanesque Revival.

While Richardson's work is remembered for its elaborate and massive elements, it can also be appreciated for its dignity and warmth, characteristics that humbler homes can enjoy. Richardson himself was not beyond designing modest homes. He designed in both masonry and frame construction and, for the most part, the interiors of his shingle-clad homes are far less extravagant than those of his masonry works.

What are the telling characteristics of a Richardsonian interior? Richardson treated the building interior as the architectural equal to the exterior, each inseparable from the other. He combined aesthetics with utility. He insisted that windows be beautiful, for example, but introduced them only where actually needed for light, air, or view. He re-established the generously proportioned, medieval-style hall, or living hall, as the residence's core space, centered around a grand staircase and fireplace. Surfaces were often ornately carved or embossed with medieval motifs, but no one element took precedence over another. Particularly where he kept surface decoration simple, he used color as an important dimension by employing the natural hues of different types of stone, in addition to color provided by wood, glass, ceramic, and metal. This does not mean that Richardson was opposed to bright colors, however. On the library walls of the Glessner House, for example, he used a vibrant blue glaze over yellow paint, which gave a rich green. Richardson integrated the horizontal and vertical planes, his signature round-arched openings, the many textures, colors, and delicately sculpted surfaces to form a rich and harmonious whole.

While other high-style architects of the period may have lacked the genius of Richardson, their work provides yet more clues for interior decoration today. The Ballantine House at the Newark Museum is an ideal example. George Edward Harney (1840-1924) designed the home in a combination of late-19th-century styles for the New Jersey brewery baron, and the museum has meticulously restored its interiors to their 1885-91 state.1 (The museum found the original drawings of the house as well as the specifications of D.S. Hess Company of New York, the original decorators and furnishing.)

The decor is elaborate, but a mixture of styles — primarily Renaissance and Colonial Revival with a feel of the Romanesque — lends warmth to the interior. Floors of major rooms range from herringbone-patterned oak and cherry parquet to stained pine; woodwork from patterned ash to maple. Soft-red painted plaster walls in the library contrast with the deep brown, German imitation leather-paper and embossed borders on the walls of the reception...
by Margaret Latimer

room. Ceiling designs include deep-red painted plaster beams and gilded plaster panels as well as canvas panels in grisaille (a monochrome painting technique related to trompe l’oeil), with painted and gilded plaster cornices.

Richardson was one of the first American architects to involve himself with furnishings down to the last detail, something that we see later in the work of architects of the Arts and Crafts movement and that of Frank Lloyd Wright. Richardson made numerous sketches of chairs, andirons, lamps, and other furnishings. His earliest biographer, Mariana Griswold Van Rensselaer, commented: "No feature was too small, no object too simple to engage his thought." He did not seem to differentiate between his most ornate public buildings and his most humble house. His chairs for the elaborate State Capitol in Albany, New York, for example, could easily show up in the relatively unelaborate living hall of a private residence. So you do not need to be concerned about whether something is too "fancy." Richardson had great respect for the work of his craftsmen, yet at the same time he welcomed the development of machine-made goods. It is perfectly suitable, therefore, to mix the two or use machine-made items with a crafted look.

Richardson was influenced by other designers such as the English tastemaker Charles Eastlake. So Eastlake furniture in a Romanesque home is quite fitting. Richardson was also fond of English Arts and Crafts designer William Morris, and often recommended Morris & Co. wallpapers, curtains, rugs, and lighting fixtures to his clients. Not only, then, are Morris reproductions appropriate but so are the less high-style (less expensive) Morris-influenced furnishings that were already available in the late 1880s.

Richardson seemed to relish a mix of seemingly incompatible styles, from the ancient to those closer to his period. On occasion, he even adapted features of American Colonial furniture, a trend that came into vogue with the 1876 Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. Under Richardson's guidance, a Windsor armchair seemed just as compatible in a Romanesque interior as did a medieval center table.

No matter whether your house is Richardsonian, or quasi-Romanesque, or just plain late-19th century, maybe the most useful lesson to learn is that an amalgamation of styles was a quality treasured in this period. We could relax and do well following the advice in a popular general style guide of the time. After cautioning against the discordance resulting from the mingling of diametrically contrasting styles, Harriet P. Spofford exclaimed in her 1878 book *Art Decoration Applied to Furniture*, "A room where absolute purity of style is insisted upon in every trivial point — window, glass, andirons, wall sconces — is like a straight-jacket, and its rigidity destroys all the comfort of home, and seems mere affectation."

1) Ballantine House is located at 43 Washington St., Newark, NJ. Open: Tues.-Sun., noon to 4:45 pm; 20 min. tours, Sat. & Sun., 1:30 pm. Many thanks to Ulysses Dietz, curator of decorative arts.
As soon as I heard about Walter Clement, I knew I had to go to Alabama. This former professor of engineering at Auburn University, we'd been told, had built a Gothic cottage using only the bare-bones plans in one of A.J. Downing's books.

It was a winter day but as warm as June in Brooklyn when I drove down a rural road bound for Notasulga, not far from the Old Federal Road where pioneers streamed into Alabama after the War of 1812 and carved a path through pine forests, skirting swamps with ancient oaks draped in Spanish moss, building their log cabins and Greek Revival plantation houses. As I turned onto Walter's drive, his cottage appeared from behind a new pine forest and a magnificent old magnolia. This was definitely not Downing's beloved Hudson River Valley, but it was as picturesque as I'd ever seen.

Walter Clement radiates an engineer's love of building and tinkering as well as an old-house enthusiast's appreciation of craftsmanship and romance with the past. (He also has a sense of humor: As we drove off in his Blazer for a lunch of Southern barbecue in nearby Waugh, Walter confessed he'd considered meeting me at his door barefoot, wearing a straw hat. "Yankees aren't that dumb, I said.")

Walter spent hours showing me both his house and his collection of period machinery: two steam engines, a meticulously restored, hand-cranked fire engine (hence Pepper and Tabasco, the two Dalmatians who share his house), two antique letterpresses, and an old linotype he calls "the beast." Since he's retired from teaching, Walter's print shop helps keep him afloat and, he says, "accounts for the bizarre letterheads I sometimes use." Walter also has a woodshop, a small affair with some 19th-century moulding and milling equipment he bought about eight years ago — too late, alas, to use on his own house.

How did a guy who loves steam engines, letterpresses, and Victorian milling equipment end up with a new-old Downing cottage? I'll let Walter tell that story.

—Janet Marinelli
A spring day fourteen years ago, I began building a reproduction Downing cottage. But the origin of this house goes back much further, about 39 years, when my high school art teacher took the class outside with instructions to sketch our surroundings. Adjacent to the school was a lovely home dating from the 1870s, in a style best described as “eclectic.” Up to then, my interest in sketching had been limited to fire engines and locomotives, but something about this house made me want to draw it. Before I was finished, I had fallen under the spell of Victorian architecture.

Years later, I found myself with a 40-acre tract of land in rural Alabama with several Victorian outbuildings. It seemed logical to build a house there. A facsimile of Downing’s beguiling book, *The Architecture of Country Houses*, had recently been published by Dover. It thoroughly convinced me that a Victorian country cottage was exactly the kind of house I wanted. I began looking for a cottage to move to the site. Nearby Auburn was going through an era of wholesale demolition, and the houses available were either too large for a bachelor or unsuitable in some other way.

About this time, friends of mine were involved in restoration in Columbus, Georgia, and Montgomery, Alabama. As I observed their efforts, I realized that, before restoration, a badly treated old house had little to offer beyond its basic form, and that I could build myself.

Design VII from the Downing book appealed to me. It was handsome but modest in size, and I liked its interior layout. Early Victorian Carpenter Gothics are much simpler than later Victorians, so I figured interior and exterior carpentry work would not be too difficult. And salvaged mouldings, bargeboards, and tracery faithful to Downing’s original design were an option; at the time they were even available at reasonable cost.

In May 1975, aided and abetted by students and amenable friends, I dug the footings by hand and poured ready-mix concrete delivered by truck. Masonry is not my forte, nor is it a very forgiving medium, so I contracted out the job of laying the foundation walls. A trip to a local salvage yard produced cast-iron foundation wall vents. It also produced circular, cast-iron gable vents — but it would be some time before I needed those!

Part of the fun of building the house was searching for mantels, doors, plumbing and lighting fixtures, and other interior details. Fourteen years ago, the supply of Victorian reproductions was much more limited than it is today. But the urban-renewal era was coming to a close, so local salvage yards had a good stock of original pieces. I was fortunate to find most of the items I needed in an old house that was being demolished in nearby Opelika. The danger in using either reproductions or salvaged materials is ending up with a hodgepodge of pieces unfaithful to the style of your house. I confess that I managed to avoid this trap largely because most of my finds came from one house of the correct vintage. I was sorely tempted by elaborate grillwork that was exactly the right size, but Queen Anne detailing was definitely too late for a c. 1850 Downing house.
With the help of students and a fellow Auburn University professor, Walter, pictured here, dug footings and framed the house. "Where else could you find foundations dug by a PhD?" he jokes. It took most of a spring and summer to get the cottage "in the dry."

Walter built a Downing doghouse, complete with bay window and board-and-batten siding, to match his Downing cottage. It's painted yellow like the house. "The people at the paint store thought I was building a dairy out here, I got so much Jersey Yellow paint."
The project was extremely time-consuming, but structurally not that different from building a modern house. Framing the house was simple enough. I held to the dimensions of the original floor plan, so there was a fair amount of cut-and-fit work — no precut studs for 9-foot ceilings around here! A local contractor installed central heating, but each principal room has either a fireplace or a flue thimble for a stove. Plumbing and wiring were done with some good help. After agonizing about appropriateness, I settled for Sheetrock covered with reproduction wallpapers. In some rooms I also used wainscoting made from beaded ceiling.

A search for period mouldings and door and window casings had been futile, but luckily I found in a neighbor's house beaded moulding that could be turned out using a table saw with a moulding head. My neighbor cheerfully cooperated with my note- and measurement-taking. The mouldings were made of 1-inch stock with corner (plinth) blocks of slightly thicker 3/4-inch stock. They are typical not only of the Downing era but of this area of south Alabama as well.
wo years later, the house was finished and I moved in. Twelve years later, I'm still pleased with the design. I do my daily living on the first floor, which in keeping with the Downing plan has a parlor and kitchen. The kitchen is large enough to use as an informal living area. Where Downing suggested a living room, I located my bedroom. I modified Downing's plan to include a downstairs bath. Upstairs consists of two sunny guest rooms and a bath. The house is air-conditioned, but Downing's design provides for good natural ventilation except in the hottest, most humid weather. The full-width porch shelters the downstairs front windows so they can be kept open in rainy weather.

To anyone contemplating doing a Downing cottage from scratch — or any kind of historical reconstruction — I say go ahead, but get yourself some good help first. From mantels to bargeboards, decent reproductions are readily available today, and there are builders competent enough to construct a period cottage with minimal supervision — but they are rare! Even rarer are architects who understand the Victorian era. The plans in books by Downing, Woodward, Bicknell, and other architects of the mid-19th century usually are not detailed; have a good set of working drawings made before beginning construction. Some modifications will no doubt be necessary for modern living, and this is where a sensitive architect can help. I was fortunate to have an architect-friend, Bill Speer, who was both familiar with Carpenter Gothic and sympathetic to it. He went over the plans and made several sensible suggestions. For instance, Downing's plan included a small room over the front entry. Bill thought I should keep this area open, creating a two-storey entrance. Since then I've observed the work of architects whose lack of knowledge of style, detailing, and the availability of restoration products resulted in expensive yet inappropriate work. In hindsight, I appreciate Bill's advice even more.

I would make one change if I were doing it over: I used casement windows built by a reputable firm, but they have lattice inserts instead of individual "lights" or diaper panes. The inserts are wood, not plastic, but they are not the real thing. This bothers me to no end now, and I would insist on windows with individual panes.

Would I do it again? YES! Even now I have a scheme in mind to build a cottage somewhere with a more agreeable summer climate than south Alabama. Let's see — Design XXI in Woodward's *Rural Architecture* looks like a good one to attempt...
Born in 1815 in Newburgh, New York, A.J. Downing lived only 36 years, yet within his short life he published three significant books on landscape and architecture, edited a magazine "The Horticulturalist," maintained an architectural practice, and helped turn America's taste away from the bold and stoic Greek to the pastoral and picturesque Gothic.

Downing's greatest achievement was his role in formulating an American Cottage style, a style we know today by its brackets, board-and-batten siding, trellises, and verandahs. Yet Downing's vision reached beyond mere details. The message Downing preached with such conviction was the need to shape America's countryside into a landscape of romantic country houses of Italian, Norman, or Swiss descent nestled amidst trees and gardens, orchards and meadows, overlooking a river or lake, far from the smoky grey city — in essence, the picture-perfect suburban house that is still the American dream.

One might imagine America's most popular country architect as a serene, peaceful Thoreauvian. A poorer description could not be made! Downing's reputation was that of a haughty sophisticate with a well-known disdain for anything "common." It was said he would have his lawn mowed only at night so family and guests would never witness such loathsome activity.

Downing's concern was for the high-achieving individual, and he spent much of his life trying to hide his humble beginnings. His early training consisted of helping his older brother Charles run a nursery which had been started by their father. At age 16, he met one Baron de Lederer, the Austrian Consul General to the United States who owned a country home in Newburgh. The Baron introduced the young man to interesting currents of thought and influential people, including Raphael Hoyle, the English landscape painter through whom Downing became familiar with the great English landscape designers. In 1837 Andrew took over the nursery from his brother and the following year he married Caroline De Windt, the great-niece of John Quincy Adams. In 1841, at the age of 26, Downing published A Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening. Adapted to North America. The book was an immediate success and launched the obscure nurseryman from Newburgh into the national spotlight. The following year he published Cottage Residences, which was even more of a success, and Downing was soon a highly regarded authority on both architecture and landscape design.

Though little of Downing's built work has survived, his influence continues. No book concerned with the development of the American house is without mention of him. But it is important to note that Downing's influence is a result of his gifts as a popularizer and tastemaker, not as a designer and originator. He drew heavily upon the work of established landscape artists and contemporary architects he admired, including Alexander Jackson Davis (with whom Downing is often confused), Richard Upjohn, and Gervase Wheeler.

In 1850 Downing published what was to be his last work and left for his first trip abroad. While in England he was introduced to a young architect named Calvert Vaux. (Vaux was later to work with F.L. Olmsted on the plan for Central Park, among other significant projects.) Downing persuaded Vaux to move to America, where the two formed a partnership. The firm was short-lived. On July 28, 1852, Downing and his wife were travelling to New York City aboard the steamboat "Henry Clay," which was engaged in a race with its rival, the "Armenia." A fire broke out on the "Henry Clay" and there was an explosion. An able swimmer, Downing was last seen throwing deck chairs to the survivors who had jumped into the water. His wife survived the accident.
**Patina Green**

Ever wonder how architects and craftspeople create “antique” verdigris finishes on objects from door-knobs to domes? They use copper-sulfate solutions, which duplicate in minutes the effect that years of exposure to the elements have on copper and other metals. You can get the same effect using Patina Green, a copper-sulfate solution packaged in handy, one-pint containers and now available at Pottery Barn stores across the country.

Patina Green can be used on switchplates, door-knobs, lamps, candlesticks, and other decorative objects made of copper, brass, and bronze. The one-pint containers cost $18 plus tax and shipping.

If there’s no store nearby, you can order Patina Green by calling Pottery Barn’s San Francisco-based mail-order division at (415) 421-3400. Five-gallon containers of Patina Green ($200 plus shipping) can be ordered directly from the manufacturer, Modern Options Inc., 888 Brannan St., Suite 567, Dept. OHI, San Francisco, CA 94103; (415) 552-2752.

**Early American Fixtures**

Another manufacturer of handsome reproduction 18th-century fixtures, as well as some early-19th-century designs, is McLean Lighting Works. Owners Mac and Nancy Moore offer more than 75 handmade lanterns, post lights, sconces, chandeliers, and foyer lights, many based on documented originals.

The lanterns and post lights are made of copper or brass, in a choice of natural, aged patina, or verdigris finishes. Sconces, foyer lights, and chandeliers come in tin or brass in natural or aged patina finishes. Turned-wood chandeliers come with or without gold leaf or painted centers. The turned-wood center of “The Crawler,” below, for example, is painted black with gold gilding. The fixture is an exact reproduction of an 18th-century chandelier found in a church in upper New York State.

You can buy McLean Lighting Works’ fixtures direct from Saltbox, the Moores’ retail store in Greensboro, North Carolina, or by mail order. Saltbox, 500B State St., Dept. OHI, Greensboro, NC 27405; (919) 273-8758. Catalog, $3.50.

**Colonial Lighting**

If you’re looking for lighting for your 18th-century or Colonial Revival house, send for a copy of Period Lighting Fixtures’ catalog. We saw these fixtures in person recently and were impressed by their beautiful proportions and detail — and their antique finishes, which are not phoney-looking.

All chandeliers, sconces, lanterns, and student lamps are entirely hand-made and can be used with candles or wired for electricity. Most are meticulous reproductions of 18th-century originals. Three finishes are available: hand-rubbed pewter (a dull medium-to-dark grey), aged tin (a dark, rusted, dull oil finish), or painted (shellac dry colors with anumber paste glaze). Exterior lanterns are solid copper and come in a verdigris finish, painted flat wrought-iron black, or unfinished (natural copper rapidly turns a dull bronze color).

The fixtures range in price from $55 for a simple sconce to $2500 for a two-tiered, turned-wood-center chandelier. A single-tiered version of this chandelier, above, costs $795.

Period Lighting Fixtures, One Main St., Dept. OHI, Chester, CT 06412; (203) 526-3690. Catalog, $3.
WHEN IT COMES TO REPLACEMENT WINDOWS, CLOSE DOESN'T COUNT.

You need a window that doesn't fit like you need a hole in the wall. But if you have a non-standard opening, that's exactly what you get with most replacement windows. Instead of messing with fit kits and extenders, why not specify the brand of window that’s made to order, so it fits exactly right, right from the start. Every Marvin window is carefully constructed by hand to your specifications, regardless of shape, size or style. Standard or custom. For more information about Marvin replacement windows, return the coupon below or call toll-free 1-800-346-5128 (in MN, 1-800-552-1167 In Canada, 1-800-263-6161).

Send to: Marvin Windows, Warroad, MN 56763

Name
Address
City State Zip
Phone

MARVIN WINDOWS ARE MADE TO ORDER.

Nostalgia of the past blended with the present and future.

Rich Craft Custom Kitchens knows exactly how to inspire a special atmosphere in the heart of the home. Your kitchen, designed by craftsmen for its supreme quality, is enhanced by top grade woods in soft, natural tones, distinct designs to fill your personal tastes and numerous hand crafted accessories that reflect the Rich Craft high standard of workmanship.

Rich Craft Kitchens knows what makes a kitchen beautiful and this priceless knowledge is inherent in every cabinet built exclusively for the heart of your home . . . your new Rich Craft Kitchen.

Rich Craft Custom Kitchens, Inc.
141 West Penn Ave., Robesonia, PA 19551
Telephone: 215 - 693-5871
A century later, horn furniture is making a comeback. Nineteenth-century pieces are relatively rare, but a few companies offer new horn furniture in the Victorian spirit.

The chair, right, and double-tiered chandelier, left, are available from Flynn-Devereux. The chair is approximately 45" high and covered with stencilled pony hide. (Other fabrics are available.) It costs $3495. The chandelier has 12 lights, is internally wired, and measures about 4½ high by 4½ in diameter. It costs $5680. Single- and triple-tiered versions are also available, as well as an ottoman, a wall bracket, candlesticks, and several other pieces. All of Flynn-Devereux's horn furniture is made in the backyard of owner Gail Flynn in Tucker, Georgia, from naturally shed mule deer antler.

Free literature is available from Flynn-Devereux, 3927 Oberlin Ct., Dept. OHJ, Tucker, GA 30084; (404) 491-0929.

You can also find horn furniture at David Barrett, a Manhattan-based shop. These pieces are made in England of deer antler and include a chair which retails for $3750 and an eight-light chandelier, for $3000.

Write David Barrett, 232 E. 59th St., Dept. OHJ, New York, NY 10022, or call (212) 688-0950 for photos and more information.

Horn Furniture
Horn furniture has been traced back as far as the Middle Ages in rural Europe. In the late-19th century, this vernacular form of furniture became very fashionable in parlors across America as Victorians longed for picturesque reminders of the vanishing frontier.

Warwick Hardware
Forged-iron hardware in Colonial styles has become widely available in recent years. However, strap hinges, doorknobs and handles, push plates, escutcheons, and other reproduction hardware in designs suitable for the Tudor Revivals, English Cottages, and English Country Houses so popular in America between about 1900 and 1930 are still relatively rare.

The Acorn Manufacturing Co. of Mansfield, Massachusetts, is now making a line of reproduction forged-iron interior and exterior hardware, called the Warwick line, based on hardware at Warwick Castle in England. The line includes scores of pieces, from key plates to door pulls. Most are hand-made. The rough-finished strap hinges in the Tudor doorway illustrated at left come in two sizes, 24" and 28", and cost $87.95 and $94.95, respectively. The company also makes a complete line of American Colonial reproduction hardware.

For more information, write Acorn Manufacturing Co., PO Box 31, Dept. OHJ, Mansfield, MA 02048, or call toll free 1-800-835-0121. Acorn's profusely illustrated catalog costs $5.
The lasting difference in Architectural Restoration

- Extremely high ultra-violet and mildew resistance.
- 100% memory on up to 418% elongation.
- Permanently fills cracks.
- Eliminates need for special primers and fillers.
- Restores the surface integrity to prevent water penetration behind the siding.

Armor Plus 8001 coatings offer permanent polymeric encasement for unsurpassed durability. Armor Plus has no equal as a protecting finishing system following the use of caustic alkali or mechanical stripping in the restoration of wood structures. Unexcelled for Churches, Municipalities, and historical landmarks or anywhere constant maintenance is impractical and further deterioration would be irreversible. Warranties up to 10 years.
Garden Reading

We recently told you where to find old-fashioned flowers (see “Outside the Old House,” OHJ January/February 1989). Two newly published volumes can tell you more about which varieties to look for. In Antique Flowers, Katherine Whiteside profiles 40 historic species, among them shrub roses and pinks, sweet rocket and poet’s narcissus. Mick Hales’ 150 color photographs are handsome. Antique Flowers is available for $31.95 ppd. from Villard Books, a division of Random House, 400 Hahn Rd., Dept. OHJ, Westminster, MD 21157; (800) 638-6460.

Old Garden Roses is a spectacular collection of Josh Westrich’s photographs of 83 classic roses, from c. 1630 ‘Rosa Mundi’ to ‘Pax’ (Latin for “peace”), developed during the First World War. An introductory chapter charts the history of the rose, and notes on each variety are provided. You can get the book for $51.50 ppd. from Thames & Hudson, 500 Fifth Ave., Dept. OHJ, New York, NY 10110; (800) 233-4850.

Garden Curbs

From about 1860 to 1910, decorative brick, ceramic, and terra-cotta curbs edged Victorian garden paths. The curbs were made in clay-rich regions of Georgia and South Carolina; different potteries specialized in different patterns. The diamond-within-a-sunburst pattern above, for instance, was probably made at the Brumbele Bo Brickworks in the village of Chalker, Georgia, as early as 1860.

This curb and seven additional designs are being reproduced by Barbara Bauer, an Athens, Georgia-based potter and sculptor who spends most of her time restoring or recreating such architectural ornaments as capitals and cornices. Over the years, Barbara has found antique garden curbs at flea markets, and she’s always looking for other surviving examples to photograph in period gardens and cemeteries. She started making the reproductions in hopes of reviving this disappearing form of garden ornament.

The reproduction pieces are made of concrete colored to look like slate and terra cotta. All the curbs are approximately 8” long and cost about $7 apiece plus shipping.

For more information, write to Barbara at Bauer Casting Design, PO Box 385, 118 Main St., Dept. OHJ, Lexington, GA 30648. You can reach her by phone at (404) 743-3268 or 546-0068.

Hand Mower

After World War II, almost every red-blooded American homeowner longed for a powerful lawnmower. Power mowers got bigger and bigger; today, four-wheel-drive turbocharged models manicure turf not only on vast country estates but also in (once) placid old neighborhoods in town.

If you’d rather mow your period lawn the old-fashioned way, consider the Green Mountain mower, available from the Vermont Country Store. The hand mower is made of cast iron with rubber tires. It comes in two sizes: a standard 16” width for average-sized lawns ($115), and a 14” model for small lawns and for mowing around shrubs ($89.95). A grass catcher is also available.

Vermont Country Store, 668 Main St., Dept. OHJ, Weston, VT 05161; (802) 362-2400. Free catalog.

Bat Guano

Nineteenth-century Americans relied on organic substances, not today’s high-tech petroleum-based products, to make their gardens grow. For instance, guano was a favorite Victorian fertilizer. Chances are remote that you’ll find it at your neighborhood nursery, but you can mail order guano from Full Circle Garden Products in Redway, California. The company sells two kinds of bat guano: a high-nitrogen formulation for good leaf growth, and a high phosphorous version for healthy flowers. A 25-pound bag costs $31.20 plus shipping; 5-pound bags cost $9.95 plus shipping.

Full Circle Garden Products, PO Box 6, Dept. OHJ, Redway, CA 95560; (707) 923-3606.
Spring Tite Interior Storm Windows

- Fits neatly inside existing casing.
- Approved by National Historic Society and HUD.
- Will accommodate windows up to 1-1/2" out of square.

For more information call
National Energy Corporation
Franklin St., Mill Pond Plaza, Westerly, RI
401-348-1030

HAND-TIED FISHNET CANOPIES
BEDSPREADS, COVERLETS AND DUST RUFFLES
Fishnet canopies. Hand-tied in the mountains of North Carolina. Each is made of 100% cotton, doubled, 4-ply yarn in either natural or white. Delivery in four weeks or less—often the same week of order. We also have canopies, bedspreads and custom-made dust ruffles.

Write or call for FREE brochure.
Carter Canopies
P. O. Box 808
Troutman, NC 28166-0808
Telephone: 704-528-4071

WIDE PINE FLOORING & PANELING (12" TO 22" WIDE)
Wide Oak Boards
Ship-lapped Pine

Carlisle Restoration Lumber
Route 123, Stoddard, N. H. 03464
603-446-3937

Inject A Professional Touch In Your Next Wallpapering Job

Wallpaper Syringe Dispensing Kit
Set of two (1/2 oz. each) dispensers which can be filled from bulk supply using your own wallcovering adhesive.

Kit Features:
- Dishwasher Safe
- Two dispenser styles ounce:
  - Needle-Tip for injecting light paste behind bubbles
  - Taper-Tip (cut-off tip dispenser) for touching up curled corners & seams with heavy glue

Bio-Pak Associate, P.O. Box 2280 Farmingdale, NJ 07727 (201) 938-3000 FAX (201) 938-9505

Syringe Dispensing Kit @$3.50 Combination Blade Cutter & Pen @$2.00

Name
Address
Ship. 50 Kit(s) Total
City
ST ZIP
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Old-House Jewelry

Not long ago, we got a call from OHJ reader, old-house restorer, and master goldsmith Bob Kelley. "I'd like to stop by and show you the 14-carat-gold corner-bracket earrings and gaslight pendant that I make. They're based on documented pieces in my 1895 parlor."

"We're into plaster and paint strippers 'round here, Mr. Kelley. Perhaps you should try Tiffany?"

"You really have to see these. I designed them for my wife."

The next day a package arrived on our doorstep, bulging with color photos of Bob Kelley's jewelry, each lovingly composed.

Hmm. We wondered, could this be a trend? Intrepid reporters, we rushed to the phone.

"Hello. Is this the National Trust? Do you sell, er, old-house jewelry? You know ... What? Cloissone earrings based on Frank Lloyd Wright windows? And Prairie-style pins?"

The Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio Foundation would have something to say about this. We gave them a buzz.

"Hi. This is the Old-House Journal. We've got a good one for you guys," we guffawed. "Frank Lloyd Wright in cloissone . . . Whassat? You sell cloisonne pins? Eight different styles, all based on documented windows by Wright?"

In comes the afternoon mail. On top of the pile is a flyer from Wm. J. Rigby Co., purveyors of documented reproductions of late-19th-century sparkling tin Christmas tree ornaments. Seems Rigby now offers fish earrings in the same style. "A Perfect Gift For That Unique Person," the flyer reads. "No documentation. JUST PLAIN FUN."

Bob Kelley's gaslight pendant (see above, right) is custom-made from 14 separate components, including ivory shades. Each one takes about twelve hours to make and costs $445. His bracket earrings are entirely handmade, and cost $149. Write Robert Kelley, Goldsmith, Box 15454, 1500 Main St., Dept. OHJ, Springfield, MA 01115, or call (413) 737-1741 evenings.

For more information on Frank Lloyd Wright earrings and pins, write the National Trust for Historic Preservation's Decatur House Museum Shop, 1600 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Dept. OHJ, Washington, DC 20006; (202) 842-1856.

The Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio Foundation's Martin House pin ($55) and Coonley Playhouse pin ($43) are illustrated below, left. Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio Foundation, 951 Chicago Ave., Dept. OHJ, Oak Park, IL 60302; (312) 848-1606. Free catalog.

Wm. J. Rigby's earrings (see below) are for pierced ears only and cost $15 ppd. Wm. J. Rigby Co., 3672 Richmond Rd., Dept. OHJ, Staten Island, NY 10306.
A Gold Mine for Woodworkers, Architects, and Preservationists
— "Old House Journal"

Modern Practical Joinery by George Ellis

Learn how joinery was practiced at the turn of the century. This is a reprint of the third edition of London, 1908. It is a treatise on the practice of joinery by hand and machine. Ellis covers doors, paneling, shutters, windows, moldings and much more. There is a section on curved, shaped and bevelled work together with stairbuilding and handrailings. It is an excellent reference for those involved in exact restoration of period buildings. This is the book that tells you how to do it right. 

ORDER TODAY
Call Toll Free 1-800-242-4447
California (209) 454-4507
Linden Publishing 352 W. Bedford #105 • Fresno, CA 93711
California Residents add 6% sales tax.

NAME_____________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________

☐ MC ☐ VISA ☐ CHECK

S. A. Bendheim Co., Inc.
122 Hudson St.
New York, NY 10013.

ALSO AVAILABLE.

Mouldings and Turned Woodwork of the 16th, 17th and 18th Centuries by Small and Woodbridge.

This collection of full size details and sections is invaluable to the architect, turner, and student of the period. The authors offer unique and clearly illustrated samples of beams, staircases, doors, paneling, fireplace surrounds and many other moulding and turnery applications. The full size details and measurements are particularly useful. The moldings are indexed and most include references to the plates in the portfolio in which the drawings of other related moldings may be found. This is an invaluable aid to the architect and designer. 96 pp., 10 x 12", $13.95.

ORDER TODAY
Call Toll Free 1-800-242-4447
California (209) 454-4507
Linden Publishing 352 W. Bedford #105 • Fresno, CA 93711
California Residents add 6% sales tax.

NAME_____________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________

☐ MC ☐ VISA ☐ CHECK

JOHN GIBBS

Also available in Canada.

OLD-FASHIONED SCREWDRIVERS.

Every two weeks a new offering...

TERRI-tORIES

Interiors and/or Exteriors

Early 1900's authentic designs
for the 1980's

Mac The Antique Plumber carries the best and largest selection of antique plumbing supplies in the world. In addition to sinks and tub/shower enclosures, we also carry a vast assortment of parts and supplies for the bathroom, kitchen and other areas throughout the house. Close to 600 different products are featured in our new 1989/90 full-color 65 page catalog. We will match or beat any advertised price, guaranteed.

Yes, please send me the catalog from the most complete antique plumbing shop in the world and other places too! Enclosed is five dollars.

NAME_____________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________

☐ MC ☐ VISA ☐ CHECK

S. A. Bendheim Co., Inc.
122 Hudson St.
New York, NY 10013.

ALSO AVAILABLE.

Mouldings and Turned Woodwork of the 16th, 17th and 18th Centuries by Small and Woodbridge.

This collection of full size details and sections is invaluable to the architect, turner, and student of the period. The authors offer unique and clearly illustrated samples of beams, staircases, doors, paneling, fireplace surrounds and many other moulding and turnery applications. The full size details and measurements are particularly useful. The moldings are indexed and most include references to the plates in the portfolio in which the drawings of other related moldings may be found. This is an invaluable aid to the architect and designer. 96 pp., 10 x 12", $13.95.

ORDER TODAY
Call Toll Free 1-800-242-4447
California (209) 454-4507
Linden Publishing 352 W. Bedford #105 • Fresno, CA 93711
California Residents add 6% sales tax.

NAME_____________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________

☐ MC ☐ VISA ☐ CHECK

MAC THE ANTIQUE PLUMBER

885 57th Street #QWJ Sacramento, CA 95829
(916) 454-4507

S. A. Bendheim Co., Inc.
122 Hudson St.
New York, NY 10013.

ALSO AVAILABLE.

Mouldings and Turned Woodwork of the 16th, 17th and 18th Centuries by Small and Woodbridge.

This collection of full size details and sections is invaluable to the architect, turner, and student of the period. The authors offer unique and clearly illustrated samples of beams, staircases, doors, paneling, fireplace surrounds and many other moulding and turnery applications. The full size details and measurements are particularly useful. The moldings are indexed and most include references to the plates in the portfolio in which the drawings of other related moldings may be found. This is an invaluable aid to the architect and designer. 96 pp., 10 x 12", $13.95.

ORDER TODAY
Call Toll Free 1-800-242-4447
California (209) 454-4507
Linden Publishing 352 W. Bedford #105 • Fresno, CA 93711
California Residents add 6% sales tax.

NAME_____________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________

☐ MC ☐ VISA ☐ CHECK

MAC THE ANTIQUE PLUMBER

885 57th Street #QWJ Sacramento, CA 95829
(916) 454-4507

S. A. Bendheim Co., Inc.
122 Hudson St.
New York, NY 10013.

ALSO AVAILABLE.

Mouldings and Turned Woodwork of the 16th, 17th and 18th Centuries by Small and Woodbridge.

This collection of full size details and sections is invaluable to the architect, turner, and student of the period. The authors offer unique and clearly illustrated samples of beams, staircases, doors, paneling, fireplace surrounds and many other moulding and turnery applications. The full size details and measurements are particularly useful. The moldings are indexed and most include references to the plates in the portfolio in which the drawings of other related moldings may be found. This is an invaluable aid to the architect and designer. 96 pp., 10 x 12", $13.95.

ORDER TODAY
Call Toll Free 1-800-242-4447
California (209) 454-4507
Linden Publishing 352 W. Bedford #105 • Fresno, CA 93711
California Residents add 6% sales tax.

NAME_____________________________________________
ADDRESS _________________________________________

☐ MC ☐ VISA ☐ CHECK

MAC THE ANTIQUE PLUMBER

885 57th Street #QWJ Sacramento, CA 95829
(916) 454-4507
Mail-order plans have a long history in shaping the residential architecture of the country. Of the thousands of house plans available today, few exhibit good design and a grasp of historical proportion and detail. So, in response to requests from OHIJ readers, the editors have "done the homework": We've hand-picked plans. In each issue, we offer the most attractive, authentic, and buildable of the historical designs, from all periods of American architectural history. Let us know what plans you're looking for.

You can order actual blueprints for all the houses featured. Plans conform to national building-code standards — however, modifications are usually necessary for your site and local requirements, so you'll probably need the assistance of a professional designer (your builder may qualify) or an architect.

Other notes: (1) Plans are copyrighted, and they are printed for you when you order. Therefore, they are not refundable. If you order additional sets of the same plan within 30 days of your original order, you can purchase them for $15 each. (2) Mirror-reverse plans are useful when the house would fit the site better "flopped." For this you need one set of mirror-reverse plans for the contractor; but because the reverse plans have backwards lettering and dimensions, all other sets should be ordered right-reading. (3) Heating and air-conditioning layouts are not included. You need a local mechanical contractor to size and locate the proper unit for your specific conditions of climate and site.

For the houses shown in this issue, blueprints include:

- **Foundation plan** for basement or crawlspace. (Crawlspace plans can easily be adapted for full basements by your builder.)
- **Detailed floor plans** showing all dimensions for framing, plus detailed layout and location of electrical and plumbing components.
- **Interior elevations** are included in some plans, showing interior views of kitchen, bath, fireplace, built-ins, and cabinet designs.
- **A window and door schedule.**
- **Building cross sections:** cornice, fireplace, and cabinet sections when needed to help your builder understand major interior details.

- **Framing diagrams** that show layouts of framing pieces and their locations for roof, first and second floors.
- **Energy-saving specs,** including vapor barriers, insulated sheathing, caulking and foam-sealant areas, batt insulation, and attic exhaust ventilators.

Why order multiple sets? If you're serious about building, you'll need a set each for the general contractor, mortgage lender, electrician, plumber, heating/ventilating contractor, building permit department, other township use or interior designer, and one for yourself. Ordering the 8-set plan saves money and additional shipping charges.

Other notes: (1) Plans are copyrighted, and they are printed for you when you order. Therefore, they are not refundable. If you order additional sets of the same plan within 30 days of your original order, you can purchase them for $15 each. (2) Mirror-reverse plans are useful when the house would fit the site better "flopped." For this you need one set of mirror-reverse plans for the contractor; but because the reverse plans have backwards lettering and dimensions, all other sets should be ordered right-reading. (3) Heating and air-conditioning layouts are not included. You need a local mechanical contractor to size and locate the proper unit for your specific conditions of climate and site.

### PLEASE SEND THE FOLLOWING:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLAN NAME</th>
<th>PLAN #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#1 □ ONE COMPLETE SET OF WORKING DRAWINGS</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#2 □ FIVE SET PACKAGE</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#3 □ EIGHT SET PACKAGE</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#4 □ ADDITIONAL SETS OF WORKING DRAWINGS @ $15 each</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#5 □ PLEASE INCLUDE ONE ADDITIONAL SET OF MIRROR REVERSE @ $25</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD POSTAGE AND HANDLING</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

□ CHECK ENCLOSED           CHARGE TO: □ VISA □ MC

SIGNATURE OF CARD HOLDER

DAYTIME PHONE #

Coupon expires May 1, 1990

MAY/JUNE 1989
The answer to some of your toughest restoration problems.

**ABATRON**

**Wood Restoration System**

An unprecedented advancement in the regeneration of rotted, damaged or even missing wood. Each 5-can kit consists of:

- LiquidWood A (resin) and B (hardener): impregnating consolidant to renew crumbling, rotted wood to its original strength and hardness.
- WoodEpoxy A and B: structural adhesive paste, filler and wood substitute with exceptional strength. Does not shrink; can be shaped, sanded, colored, sawed and even nailed.
- ABOSSOLV: solvent and thinner for LiquidWood and WoodEpox.

Ideal for building restoration and antiques, irreplaceable structural and decorative parts can be easily restored. Easy to use; requires only simple hand tools to apply. Available in 5 pint, 5 quart and 5 gallon sizes. Call or write for free brochure.

**Decorative Metal Ceilings**

Original turn-of-the-century patterns

Using eighty year old dies, the W. F. Norman Corporation is once again producing metal plates for the design of ceilings and wall coverings. Their growing popularity stems not only from nostalgia but from their beauty, permanence, fireproofing and economy.

The fullness of the Hi-Art™ line — including center plates, corner plates, border plates, cornice and filler plates — permits classic designs to be produced that are architecturally proportioned for an exact fit.

Write for reproduction copy of 72 page illustrated catalog. Price $3.

**W.F. Norman Corporation**

P.O. Box 323 • Nevada, Missouri 64772 • 1-800-641-4038

---

**HISTORIC WHITE OAK ROOFING**

**Oak Crest MFG. INC.**

Lifetime Oak Roofing
Known to Last 80 or more years.

- Authentic Hand Split Oak Shakes as used by settlers centuries ago - ideal for authentic restorations.
- Beautiful Split Sawn Oak Shingles - Split textured surface for a rustic look with the uniformity of a shingle.
- Smooth Sawn Oak Shingles - a neatly sawn shingle ideal for conventional roofing and siding.

A Unique Wood Product

**FOR INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL**

OAK CREST MFG., INC.
6730 E. EMORY RD.
KNOXVILLE, TN 37938
(615) 922-1311
800-678-3145

**Your old home has earned its stripes.**

So own the historically correct U.S. flag for the year it was built. High quality 3 x 5' flag in cotton or nylon. Custom made so allow 4-6 weeks delivery. Includes history and care. Satisfaction guaranteed.

$59.95 ea.

Old Glories Vintage Designs • PO Box 33077 • Cynth, OH 45233

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City/State/Zip ________________________
Year or Circa ________________________
☐ Cotton ☐ Nylon
☐ Check/MO enclosed, total $ __________
☐ Visa/MC # ________________________ Exp. ________________________
Signature ________________________

Add $3.50 ship/hand. OH res. add sales tax. Mail to:
Old Glories Vintage Designs • PO Box 33077 • Cynth, OH 45233

---

**Anthony WOOD PRODUCTS INCORPORATED**

Box 1081 T • Hillsboro, TX 76645
817/892-7225
Illustrated catalog available - $1.00

Pride of tradition
Pride of craftsmanship
Pride of quality
Our name is on our product™

---

**Pride of tradition**

**Pride of craftsmanship**

**Pride of quality**

**Our name is on our product™**

---
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**REGIONAL GARAGES**

Plan G-01A-TA

Cost: $75  
$118 (set of 5)  
$165 (set of 8)

Garage plans are an appropriate aside in an issue devoted to outside the old house. These two, while not for every house, are worthy of attention for their sympathy to region and era. Those at right are designed for early houses along the Atlantic seaboard, especially from Maryland to the Carolinas. They would blend well with early New England houses, too. They can be separate or adapted to connect to the house with a breezeway or covered walkway.

Plan G-01A-HR

Cost: $50  
$85 (set of 5)  
$110 (set of 8)

The design above clearly has its roots in Louisiana architecture, with its exterior stairway and steeply-pitched roof. That roof pitch makes possible an upstairs guest suite; there's a full bath downstairs.
Temple of Winds

Authentic Replication of Greek and Roman Orders

Chadsworth Columns and Capitals available in redwood, pine and other species.

Diameters - 6" - 36"  
Heights - 18" - 40"

TEMPLE OF WINDS - featured with our ionic fluted column and attic base moulding - was derived in the fifth century B.C. as a variant to the ionic. It was part of the seventh century B.C. evolution of the classical Greek Corinthian Order and is the capital used on the Tower of the Winds in Athens, Greece. Its proportions call for a more slender and graceful column than those of the Doric or Ionic Order.

Plaster Washers

Now you can save and restore your plaster ceilings and walls for just pennies. Details, as described in the October 1980 Old-House Journal, included with your order.

Charles St. Supply Co.  
54 Charles Street  
Boston Ma. 02114

CALL: (617) 367-9046  
Low prices - Fast delivery  
Free screwgun tip included with 1lb order  
Call In your order today!  
Next day delivery available  
VISA and MasterCard accepted ($10 min./approx. 1/2 lb.)

Architectural Sheet Metal Ornaments

Now available from the W.F. Norman Corporation, makers of Hi-Art® Steel Ceilings - a complete, 94-year-old line of architectural sheet metal ornamentation including:

- moldings  
- balusters  
- finials  
- marquee  
- crestings  
- lion heads  
- brackets  
- urns  
- scrolls  
- enrichments  
- garlands  
- conductor heads  
- capitals  
- leaves  
- glass pendant frames  
- panels  
- ornaments  
- rosettes  
- festoons  
- leaves  
- frames

Over 1300 catalog items available in zinc or copper. Custom reproduction inquiries invited.

W.F. Norman also produces building cornices, lintels, capitals, window hoodings, finials and weathervanes.

Complete catalog $2.50 P.O. Box 323  
Nevada, MO 64772 800-641-4038 (in Missouri: 417-667-5552)

We Have the Works.

- Ceiling Medallions & Trims  
- Furniture Hardware  
- Builders' Hardware  
- Plumbing Fixtures  
- Bath Accessories

Send $2.00 For Our Catalog to Dept. J.

Restoration Works, Inc.

P.O. Box 486, Buffalo, N.Y. 14205 (716) 856-8000

Push Button Light Switches

In Single and Three Way  
Solid Brass Cover Plates

Decorative and Plain  
Also In  
- Chrome  
- Brown  
- Ivory

Finishes

For Color Brochure Send $1.00 to:  
Classic Accents  
Dept. OH, P.O. Box 1181  
Southgate, MI 48195

Landmarks

Erie Landmark Co. offers custom-lettered bronze markers for outdoor use.

- Standard size oval, rectangle:  
  $7.00 per unit  
  (plus S5.25 for shipping and handling)
- National Register Plaques
- All Sizes from Medallions to Roadside Markers
- Graphics & Logos Reproduced
- Metal Photo Images

Call or send for FREE brochure:  
Erie Landmark Company  
Suite 211  
90 West Montgomery Ave.  
Rockville, Maryland 20850  
Tel: (301) 460-9575  
Toll free: (800) 874-7848

For Color Brochure Send $1.00 to:  
Classic Accents  
Dept. OH, P.O. Box 1181  
Southgate, MI 48195
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Our most popular request is for well proportioned Victorian houses under 2,000 square feet. This plan meets the criteria. With its shingled-pediment entry porch, gable ornament, and "chamfered" corners, it's reminiscent of the simpler patternbook designs from Palliser & Palliser of the 1880s.

The entry hall features a nicely detailed staircase lit by two windows; stained glass in the landing window would be very appropriate. Each bedroom has a section of coved ceiling, sloping from 8 to 6 feet.
AHRENS

Relines/Restores
Masonry Chimneys

With The ONLY Listed Two-Liner Cast-In-Place Masonry Process

- First insulates and strengthens
- Second seals and protects
- Both are immune to acids and moisture
- No guess work. Mechanically applied

- No exterior alterations
- No metal to corrode.
- Improves heating efficiency
  All for a fraction of the cost of rebuilding!

Dealership network nationwide.
Call or write for more information:
2000 Industrial Ave.
Sioux Falls, SD 57104
1-800-843-4417

DOORS & WINDOWS

Specialists in 18th & 19th century architectural millwork including Colonial style mortise & tenon small pane window sash, plank window frames, interior & exterior doors, entryways, French doors, mantelpieces, wainscoting, raised panel walls, fanlight windows, & more. Custom orders are welcome. Illustrated brochure, $3.00.

ARCHITECTURAL COMPONENTS

DEPT OH, 26 NORTH LEVERETT RD, MONTAGUE, MA 01351 (413)367-9441

WE SPECIALIZE IN
DOORS
IN VIRTUALLY ANY SIZE,
SHAPE AND
SPECIES OF WOOD.

Simply send us a sketch for a quote or call us to discuss your needs.

THE DOORMEN

(516) 486-0300
FAX: (516) 486-6788
220 Main Street
Hempstead, NY 11550

Optional Installation
Services Available In
Metro New York Area.

The ultimate, original-style, oak
ROLL-TOP DESKS

Choose an heirloom-quality, oak desk for your home or office. Each desk expertly crafted and finished with details designed for both original and new uses. Many styles and sizes available. Made in U.S.A.

Send $1.00 for
Oak Desk Catalog

235 Commercial St., Dept. 49J
Portland, ME 04101
(207) 775-3346

Selection includes oak flat-top desks, file cabinets & desk chairs.

The
COMPUTER ROLL-TOP DESK

Designed for:

- Beauty
- Strength
- Durability
- Value

Handcrafted with pride, combining Western Red Cedar with dedicated workmanship, to produce an esthetically appealing retreat.

Cedar Gazebos Inc.
10432 Lyndale Ave.
Melrose Park, IL 60164
312-455-0928

For additional information, please send $2.00
Our informal reader survey back in September turned up a certain demand for Tudor Revival plans. We've seen some howlers in today's supermarket planbooks — giant boxes for pseudo-millionaires studded with distressed half-timbering and improbably rough stucco.

This cottage, on the other hand, is a subtle English design that looks like it came right out of a '20s planbook. The windows, steep gables, and prominent chimney all are pleasant, and the garage is tucked out of sight.
Swan Secure
Stainless Steel Siding Nails!

No Staining or Streaking ..... EVER!

Evaluate the added cost of stainless steel nails over nails made of plain or galvanized steel in terms of total project cost! You’ll agree the premium for lifetime protection from staining and streaking is easily justified.

Highest quality nails for cedar, redwood and other fine wood siding materials • Slender shank and blunt diamond point • Diamond pattern head blends with wood texture • Small head diameter permits face nailing and blind nailing • Annular ring threads preclude nail head popping and cupping of siding boards • Nails made of AISI Grade 304 nickel/chromium alloy.

For name of your nearest dealer write:
Swan Secure Products, Inc.
6120 Delmar Blvd.
St. Louis, Mo. 63112
314-863-1895
Fax: 314-863-FAST (3278)

REPRODUCTION:
Door Hardware • Cabinet Hardware • Light Fixtures • Bath Fixtures • Briwax • Ceiling and Wall Coverings • Wood Trims • Restaurant Decor • Air Registers • Trunk Parts • Furniture Hardware • Wood Parts • Iron Hardware • Cane and Chair Supplies •

HARDWARE PLUS
701 E. KINGSLEY
GARLAND, TEXAS 75041
214-271-0319
WHOLESALE/RETAIL
200 PAGE CATALOG $3.50

BATHROOM MAGIC®
Create a New Bathroom without replacement...

Bathtubs, Sinks, & Tiles Reglazed...

- DONE IN YOUR BATHROOM
- CHOICE OF WHITE or MANY OTHER COLORS
- SAVES MONEY OVER REPLACEMENT

PERMA CERAM
65 Smithtown Blvd., Smithtown, NY 11787

For FREE Brochure CALL 1-800-645-5039
In New York State CALL 516-724-1205
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These are the tools OHJ editors reach for when we strip paint from our own houses.

We can't count the number of times we've been asked which method is really best for removing paint. Well, we've seen 'miracle' paint removers come and go. We've watched chemical paint strippers almost triple in price in the past 15 years. We've tried just about every heat tool on the market. In our opinion, if you've got more than a door or two to do, heat is the way to go. And the heat tools we reach for when stripping paint from our own wainscot and newel posts are the Heavy-Duty HG-501 Heat Gun and the Warner Heat Plate.

Heat is a fast method because all the paint bubbles and lifts as you go along. There's no waiting for chemicals to soak in, no multiple recoatings, and far less clean-up. Unlike stripping with chemicals, you can remove all layers of paint in a single pass. And because these tools are long-lasting, industrial products, their initial expense is more than made up in savings on the $18- to $22-per gallon stripper you're no longer buying in quantity.

The Heat Gun is the most efficient paint-removal tool for heavily painted porch parts, mouldings, or other ornamental woodwork. Some chemical stripper is needed for clean-up, but 95% of the paint comes off during the heat-and-scrape. The Heat Gun is not recommended for use on hollow partitions or for stripping entire exteriors.

That's where the Heat Plate comes in handy. It's the most cost-effective and easy-to-use tool for stripping paint from broad, flat surfaces: doors, panelling, baseboards, and exterior wooden clapboards. And it's safer for use on hollow partitions and exterior cornices because there's no blown hot air that could ignite hidden dust. Neither the Heat Plate nor the Heat Gun are recommended for removing varnish.

Both the Heat Gun and the Heat Plate come with complete operating and safety instructions, and are backed by the Old-House Journal Guarantee: If your unit should malfunction for any reason within two months of purchase, simply return it to us and we'll replace it.

To purchase either or both heat tools, use the envelope order-form. The Heat Gun costs $77.95 ppd; the Heat Plate, $47.95 ppd.
CLASSIC CUTS

RESTORE YOUR HOUSE TO ORIGINAL CONDITION WITH CUSTOM CUT PATTERNS FOR USE ON NEW VICTORIAN OR QUEEN ANNE HOMES.

WRITE FOR INFORMATION AND PRICES. WE WILL MAIL OR SEND UPS, YOUR CHOICE.

CEDAR GUILD
51579 Gates Bridge East
Gates, OR 97346
(503) 879-2541

(PLEASE NOTE: ALL ORDERS ARE CUSTOM CUT SO PLEASE ALLOW TIME TO COMPLETE ORDER. ONLY LIMITED AMOUNTS ARE KEPT ON HAND.)

LOG HOUSES. . . and other 18th & 19th century building materials salvaged from old houses, grist mills, and barns:

- hand hewn logs
- flooring
- windows
- doors
- hardware

Sylvan Brandt
653 Main Street
Lititz, PA 17543
(717) 626-4520

Elegance You Can Afford
FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

DIRECT FROM KING'S, THE DESIGNERS AND MAKERS.

$3 for 96 pg. illustrated catalog of our ALL-crystal chandeliers; our genuine SWAROVSKY STRASS; our handsome, hand-polished brass and crystal wired Victorian gas reproductions. Satisfaction guaranteed. Shipped prepaid in USA.

KING'S CHANDELIER COMPANY
PO BOX 667 • DEPT OHJM-1 • EDEN NC 27288 • 919/623-6188

Electric Wax Candles

Handcrafted electric wax candles, flame-like bulbs, services, skills and crafts for the restoration of antique lighting; for the outfitting of fine design lighting.

- STARLITE Candles
- MOLITE Candles
- CANDLEWICK bulbs
- Beeswax Candlecovers

Custom hand-crafted for your candle holder: exact height, diameter. Ivory or true beeswax.

CALL: (508) 392-0830 for literature or send $1.00 to: ELCANCO, Inc., P.O. Box 682
Westford, Massachusetts 01886

Largest Selection of Antique American Oak and Victorian Furniture in New England

(413) 527-1022
Current inventory on video tape $25.

Southampton, MA 01073
Open: Thu, Fri, Sat 10-5
Sun 12-5
Directions: Exit 1 off Mass. Pike (I-90), go 7 miles north on Route 10

OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL
"Dear OHJ," the letter began, "I followed up on an offer of OHJ back issues which was listed in your Emporium section — but alas, they'd already been sold. I really want to buy all the back issues I can get my hands on. Do you know of anyone else who might have some? Or could you sell me any old issues you have lying around?"

We can do better than that! Unlike other magazines, our back issues aren't "collector's items" with premium price tags. We keep back issues in print, bound into handsome books that we call OHJ Yearbooks.

Over the years, as new readers signed up, they worried about what they'd missed. They knew that the how-to information already published in OHJ wasn't out of date — and that topics covered recently probably wouldn't appear again for years. The demand for single-copy back issues became so great that we invented the Yearbooks: sturdy bound volumes meticulously indexed for easy use.

This year we're offering a full set of 1980s Yearbooks — eight volumes that include every article, every source, every tip published in OHJ from 1980 through 1987 — for $89. That's $48.55 off the cost of the Yearbooks purchased separately, and it includes a free copy of our Cumulative Index. We're also offering a four-volume set of the most recent OHJ editorial, 1984-1987, for $49 — $14.80 off the cost of the volumes purchased one by one. And our Cumulative Index is available too — for $9.95.

Know someone who just bought an old house? Our Yearbooks make great gifts for these folks, as well as for your house. To get the Yearbooks, just mark the right box on the envelope order-form and enclose a check.
OVER 200 HISTORIC BUILDINGS RESTORED

Americlean has cleaned and restored over 200 National Registry Landmarks. And they can clean your home or business too. We offer:
- Gentlest means possible for proper restoration
- Proven safe chemical removal of paint, dirt, grime, soot, etc.
- Over 90 franchises coast to coast.

For the Americlean Representative Closest to You... CALL TODAY!

1-800-331-7765
In Florida: 407-855-2215

AMERICLEAN
MOBILE POWER WASH, INC.
Cleaning Up America!

Antique Bathtubs and Pedestal Basins

Authentic, turn-of-the-century bathtubs and pedestal basins.
Brass, copper or chrome plated feet and accessories available.
Classic bathroom fixtures custom finished in colors of your choice.
Shipments made anywhere in U.S.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

DuraGlaze

Shamokin Trail Shingle Co.
Enduring
Beautiful Tones
Subtle Texture
Uniquely Identifiable

Northern White Oak Shingles
The finest wood roof available

for information call or write
Box 122
Luthersburg, PA 15848
814-583-5342

PHENOSEAL
“A CAULK THAT’S AN ADHESIVE?”

How can a caulk also be an adhesive? If it's PHENOSEAL®, there's no problem! Phenoseal Vinyl Adhesive Caulk bonds, caulks, and seals. Its unique formula allows it to be used as a flexible caulk for one job, and a permanent glue on the next. Sticks to all common building and household surfaces. Phenoseal's environmentally safe formula is paintable and mildew-resistant too. Available at home center, paint, hardware, and building supply stores nationwide.

GLOUCESTER CO., INC.
P.O. BOX 428
FRANKLIN, MA 02038

OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL
Your Guide to Hundreds of
Restored Inns and B&Bs!

BRAND NEW!

The Best Traveling Companion for Old-House People!

Readers often tell us that they stay at inns to get ideas for their own houses, to see good period interiors, and to take a morale-boosting break from their messy, half-finished projects. The Old-House Lover's Guide to Inns, compiled by the editors of Old-House Journal, connects you with a network of true old-house people. All of the innkeepers listed in our book — over 300 of them, from coast to coast — are subscribers to OHJ and have a special interest in restoration.

Most guidebooks are like yellow-pages listings: practical, but dry and impersonal. But with The Old-House Lover's Guide to Inns, you'll read about historic characters, old-house mishaps, restoration war stories, and even some ghost sightings. There's usually a sketch or photo of the house with its style and date. And of course, you also get all the solid information you need as a traveler:
- the number of rooms and baths
- rates and restrictions
- sample menus from the inn's kitchen.

This softbound, 6 x 9, 464-page book, is available to OHJ readers for only $17.95 ppd. — just check the appropriate box on the Envelope Order Form.
ENTRANCES
- Insulated wooden doors
- Custom Raised Panel Interior and Exterior
- Transoms and Sidelites
- Stained and Beveled Glass
- Established 1978
- Brochure $2.00

The WARM DOOR
RFD 1 Box 246A
Westmoreland, NH 03467
603-399-7723

Victorian & Chippendale Storm-Screen Doors.
Make a great first impression with our hand-crafted wooden storm-screen doors in many styles and all sizes.

Philadelphia Chippendale Style Arm Chair, $350.
Magnificent hand-carved Georgian reproductions at significant savings.

The Antique Catalog
207 North Bowman Ave.
Merion Station, PA 19066
Tel: 215-668-1138
Quality color catalog $3.00

Victorian Warehouse
Elegant Items for Your Home
Gazebos • Beveled Glass Doors
Elegant Ceilings • Bath Fixtures
Light Fixtures • Switchplates
Satin Lamp Shades • Fans
Victorian Lace Curtains
Ceiling Tiles • Wood Stoves
Victorian Stained Glass Windows
Brass Hardware • Mouldings
Oak Pull Chain Toilets
Oak Vanities • Bath Furniture
Fine Crafted Picture Frames
190 Grace Street
Auburn, CA 95603
(916) 823-0374
50 page color book of bath fixtures & brass hardware: $6.00
40 page basic catalog: $4.00

Certified Chimney Sweeps, Inc.
Trading as Tri-State Chimney
212-724-9411 201-478-7718
- FIREPLACES CLEANED
- LINING (ALL TYPES)
- DAMPERS • CAPS
- REPAIRS • REBUILDING • BUILDING

Fully Insured • Member of National Chimney Sweep Guild
Serving the Tri-State Area
HEART PINE CABINETRY


VICTORIAN IRON FENCE w/ gate, 150; walnut circular staircase, walnut trim & pocket doors; ornate double entry door. Fostoria, OH. (419) 435-5088.

WILLIAM HOGARTH (English, 1697-1764) engravings, for sale individually ($25 to $100 each) or complete folio of 150 ($5000). Many colonial & ante-bellum homes had & have Hogarth engravings displayed on their walls. List. Jim Chisman, PO Box 1111, Clemsons, SC 29633. (803) 639-2939.

PUMP ORGAN, collector's item, walnut, 5'X2'6"X4'6". Harlin & Mason, Pedal Point patented April 26, 1887. Dorothy Lindblad, HCR 70, Box 53, Bistol Rd., Lackawaxen, PA 18435.


EXTRAORDINARY ANTIQUE OAK BUTCHER'S TABLE: 36" from floor to top surface, and 32"X18"X15" (thickness). Help loading is available; unloading will require at least 4 strong persons. $500. Glover, VT. (802) 525-6695.

VICTORIAN PORCH SPINDLES — The type that run on the upper area of the porch between the posts. New hardwood, 7' long, finish sanded, heavy enough to look correct when installed. $2 ea. Lanny Greg, 165 Palfrey St., Watertown, MA 02172. (617) 484-7238.

ANTIQUE 1760's CAPE: Dissembled, with each piece numbered for easy assembly. 24' X 30'. Original pine interior, including paneling, doors, fireplace iron, nails, pegs, wainscoting, wide pine flooring, mantles, etc. $19,500. Delivery arranged. Trades considered. Peter Kenyon, 8 Nashua Avenue, Gloucester, MA 01930, (508) 281-1033.

SILVER TOP DINER in providence Ri. Deluxe 1941 vintage Kullman Diner. Has many existing and unusual materials and details. Ceiling panels, exterior panels & stools are all two-tone porcelain enamel. Large glass-block & cobalt glass panels flank entrance doors w/oval windows. This diner is built to move anywhere and info on movers is available. (609) 456-3468.

MEETINGS & EVENTS

HYATTSVILLE HISTORIC HOUSE TOUR, Sunday, May 21, 1 to 5 PM. Tickets $5, available day of tour only. 10 beautifully restored homes in the Nat'l Register Historic District. Information available from the Hyattsville Preservation Association, PO Box 375, Hyattsville, MD 20781.

15TH-ANNUAL "WRIGHT PLUS" HOUSEWALK, Saturday & Sunday, May 20-21, from 9 AM to 5 PM. In Oak Park, IL. 16 homes will include 5 designed by Wright: his first home & studio (1889-98), the Walter H. Gale house (1893), the Frank Thomas house (1901), the Mrs. Thomas Gale house (1909), & Unity Temple (1908). Tickets cost $25 & are limited. They can be charged if ordered by phone: (312) 848-1978. For information, call (312) 848-1500.

ANTEQUA 1760's CAPE: Dismantled, with each piece numbered for easy assembly. 24' X 30'. Original pine interior, including paneling, doors, fireplace iron, nails, pegs, wainscoting, wide pine flooring, mantles, etc. $19,500. Delivery arranged. Trades considered. Peter Kenyon, 8 Nashua Avenue, Gloucester, MA 01930, (508) 281-1033.

SILVER TOP DINER in providence Ri. Deluxe 1941 vintage Kullman Diner. Has many existing and unusual materials and details. Ceiling panels, exterior panels & stools are all two-tone porcelain enamel. Large glass-block & cobalt glass panels flank entrance doors w/oval windows. This diner is built to move anywhere and info on movers is available. (609) 456-3468.

MEETINGS & EVENTS

HYATTSVILLE HISTORIC HOUSE TOUR, Sunday, May 21, 1 to 5 PM. Tickets $5, available day of tour only. 10 beautifully restored homes in the Nat'l Register Historic District. Information available from the Hyattsville Preservation Association, PO Box 375, Hyattsville, MD 20781.

15TH-ANNUAL "WRIGHT PLUS" HOUSEWALK, Saturday & Sunday, May 20-21, from 9 AM to 5 PM. In Oak Park, IL. 16 homes will include 5 designed by Wright: his first home & studio (1889-98), the Walter H. Gale house (1893), the Frank Thomas house (1901), the Mrs. Thomas Gale house (1909), & Unity Temple (1908). Tickets cost $25 & are limited. They can be charged if ordered by phone: (312) 848-1978. For information, call (312) 848-1500.

MEETINGS & EVENTS

HYATTSVILLE HISTORIC HOUSE TOUR, Sunday, May 21, 1 to 5 PM. Tickets $5, available day of tour only. 10 beautifully restored homes in the Nat'l Register Historic District. Information available from the Hyattsville Preservation Association, PO Box 375, Hyattsville, MD 20781.

15TH-ANNUAL "WRIGHT PLUS" HOUSEWALK, Saturday & Sunday, May 20-21, from 9 AM to 5 PM. In Oak Park, IL. 16 homes will include 5 designed by Wright: his first home & studio (1889-98), the Walter H. Gale house (1893), the Frank Thomas house (1901), the Mrs. Thomas Gale house (1909), & Unity Temple (1908). Tickets cost $25 & are limited. They can be charged if ordered by phone: (312) 848-1978. For information, call (312) 848-1500.

MEETINGS & EVENTS

HYATTSVILLE HISTORIC HOUSE TOUR, Sunday, May 21, 1 to 5 PM. Tickets $5, available day of tour only. 10 beautifully restored homes in the Nat'l Register Historic District. Information available from the Hyattsville Preservation Association, PO Box 375, Hyattsville, MD 20781.

15TH-ANNUAL "WRIGHT PLUS" HOUSEWALK, Saturday & Sunday, May 20-21, from 9 AM to 5 PM. In Oak Park, IL. 16 homes will include 5 designed by Wright: his first home & studio (1889-98), the Walter H. Gale house (1893), the Frank Thomas house (1901), the Mrs. Thomas Gale house (1909), & Unity Temple (1908). Tickets cost $25 & are limited. They can be charged if ordered by phone: (312) 848-1978. For information, call (312) 848-1500.
A colorful survey of West Coast Victorian architecture—a valuable reference as well as a visual treat. Paperback, with 145 beautiful color photos. Only $26.95, plus $2.00 postage. VISA, MC, or AmEx accepted. Include all numbers and signature. CA res. add sales tax. Call (714) 559-4961 to order by phone (9-5 weekdays). Ask for our free catalog.

**WEST COAST VICTORIANS**

A Nineteenth Century Legacy

Kenneth Newcomer

*A Victorian Gothic Birdhouse*

A stunning sculpture in its own right, this marvelous 14" high gothic revival birdhouse is handmade of the finest materials. $125, plus $2 shipping. VISA, MC, or AmEx accepted. Include all numbers and signature. CA res. add sales tax. Call (714) 559-4961 to order by phone (9-5 m-f). Ask for our free catalog of architectural gifts.

**MAIN STREET:

Ornamental Lamp Posts**

For more information,

101 Industrial Parkway
Medina, Ohio 44256
216-723-4431

**ARCHITECTURAL ORIGINALS**

P.O. Box 80230, Newport Beach, CA 92658

---

Perception Programs and United Social Mental Health Services present

**ANDREW GIBSON'S**

**The New England Victorian Antiques Show & Sale**

July 1 & 2, 1989 11 am - 5 pm

Eastern Connecticut State University,
Willimantic, CT

Admission $5.00
(early admission 9-11 am $2.50)
I-84 Exit 68 South to Rte. 195, 15 miles

**Featuring**

- Important Furniture
- Jewelry & Objets d'art
- Architectural Artifacts
- Exquisite Porcelain
- Garden Antiques
- Victorian Accessories
- 19th Century Textiles
- Lectures & Workshops

Brochure: P.O. Box 124, Windham Center, CT 06280 (203) 456-4221

America's Finest Exhibit of the Victorian Decorative Arts

---

**EPOXY**

A versatile two-part epoxy for bonding and coating wood. Ideal for repair and reconstruction projects where moisture resistance and high strength are priorities. Write for your free catalog.

**GOUGEON BROTHERS, INC.**

Dept. 11
P.O. Box X908
Bay City, MI 48707
(517) 684-7286

---

**OLD COLONIAL HOUSES**

"OLD COLONIAL HOUSES" — A portfolio of thirty-two colonial plans of exact reproduction houses has now a companion booklet "Old Cape Cod and other Colonials," a collection of twenty-four sketches and floor plans. The booklets show floor plans and elevations of Colonial houses that have been faithfully and accurately reproduced on the exterior to shapes and sizes of the originals built in the 17th and 18th century. The interiors have been up-dated to conform to our present day living needs and are not necessarily similar to the originals. Many small interior sketches are shown suggesting interior fire place walls, stairs, etc. All plans can be treated in the colonial manner, i.e. exposed beams, wide floor boards, paneled walls, etc. Building plans are available for all of these true authentic colonial designs and are sent first class mail for early arrival.

Reply to: E. POLLITT, 61 Vista Dr.
Easton, Ct. 06612

Old Cape Cod & other Colonials (24) $5.00 □
Old Colonial Houses (32) $4.50 □

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Street</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>State</td>
<td>Zip</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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DUBUQUEFEST/VERY SPECIAL ARTS presents the 11th annual all-arts celebration, May 17-21. Free outdoor music & dance, ethnic foods, many artists & craftspeople, outdoor displays. For information, call Ruth Nash, Dubuquefest/Very Special Arts, 422 Loras Blvd., Dubuque, IA 52001. (319) 586-9751.

TOUR THE DRAKE NEIGHBORHOOD, Saturday May 7, 11 AM to 5 PM, featuring NIVAC Register homes and Drake University campus buildings. Entertainment & refreshments. For information, call (515) 274-5579 or write The Drake Neighborhood Assn., 1153 24th, Des Moines, IA 50311.

14TH-ANNUAL NEEDLEWORK EXHIBITION, May 13-21: 10-4, daily; 1-5, Sundays. Belle Grove Plantation, 1-1/2 miles south of Middletown, VA, on US #11. $3.50, adults. For entry form and information, write PO Box 157, Middletown, VA 22645.

HINSDALE ON THE GREEN, May 26-28. An exciting holiday antique mart w/ over 75 dealers from 8 states under festive white tents. Food, entertainment, quilt displays. All events are held at Katherine Legge Memorial Park in Hinsdale, IL. For info., call (312) 789-2600.

MADISON HERITAGE DAYS FESTIVAL in Madison, IN, on June 2, 3, & 4. Pioneer crafts of the pre-industrial era, including candle making, herb cooking, basket making, blacksmithing, weaving & spinning. Also mint food, and a period fashion show. For further information, write MHD, 1119 W. Main St., Madison, IN 47250, or call (812) 265-5080.

PAINT IN AMERICA: Symposium on Historic Architectural & Decorative Paints, May 18 & 19 at the Museum of Our National Heritage in Lexington, MA. 16 leading experts, including scholars, conservators, chemists, & painters, will present state-of-the-art information on historical, technical, & practical aspects of paints in use in America since Colonial times. To register, call (617) 891-1985.

ADVANCED FINISH & GILDING SEMINAR, May 6 & 7 — A "hands-on" experience of learning color techniques: gold-leafing, glazing & taping, completing 2-color samples w/ ornamental woodwork, 16 leading expe                    tists. For further information, call (617) 891-1985.

DECORATIVE PAINTING WORKSHOPS for 1989, presented by Rocky Mountain Painting. Learn graining, muraling, fantasy finishing & wall glazing. Guiding & stencil work from masters in the trade. Most unique 40 hrs. of hands-on training of its kind. There is one coming to your area! Also great videos & training tools. Call toll-free for free brochures. (800) 527-9284.

POSITION OFFERED

RESTORATION CONTRACTOR wanted for 1887 Italianate located on eastern edge of California's Bay Area. 2,000-sq. ft. home, located on newly re-aligned State Highway. 2/3 new foundation done, basically sound structure, exterior mostly original. Victim of interior remodeling. (415) 654-5874 (home) or 654-6593 (work).

LANDMARKS PRESERVATIONISTS — $29,213 plus benefits. The NYC Landmarks Preservation Commission is actively seeking qualified people to fill several positions in various departments. Must have either Masters degree in historic preservation, architecture, or architectural history and 1 year related work experience, or a BA plus 2 years related experience. Research Dept.: Edit designation reports for potential landmarks & historic districts. Preservation Dept.: Review & evaluate proposals for work on designated structures. Send resume plus writing sample to NYC Landmarks Preservation Commission, 225 Broadway, 22nd Floor, New York, NY 10007. Attn.: Fred DeLeon, Personnel Officer.

REAL ESTATE

SOUTH CENTRAL NC — Lovely Victorian, early 1900s. 5 BR, 2 baths, parlor, library, DR, butler's pantry, country kitchen, 2 screened porches, Buckingham slate roof, heart-pine siding, 9 FP, central gas heat, beautiful paneling, garage, guest cottage, tool shed, all on 1.22 acres. Easy drive to Pinehurst & other larger cities. Offered at 79,900. (301) 699-8789.

BROOKLYN, NY — Can't afford a house? Consider a co-op apartment in an 1892 brownstone on a landmark block. The best of the old married to the best of the new: original 12-ft. tin ceilings; parquet floors; pocket doors; moldings; oak-built-in. FP w/ tile hearth. Plus gorgeous kitchen island; jacuzzi; 4-season landscaped deck. One block to Prospect Park; 20 minutes to Manhattan. $175,000. (718) 783-6705.

LAKELAND, NH — Regulation Boston- & Maine-style historic railroad station, built 1899. Tongue- & groove white pine interior. Free to anyone who will readapt or restore. Save The Lakeland Station Assoc., 17 Walnut St., Lakeland, NH 03246. (603) 524-1982.

PLACERVILLE, CA — 1895 Victorian, incorporates Queen Anne, Italianate, & Stick forms of architecture. Lovingly restored to original charm. Beautiful stained glass windows, recessed cupola w/Gothic windows & free-hanging staircase. Operated as Bed & Breakfast since 1983, listed in National Registry of Historical Places. 4 beds/3 baths. $362,000. (916) 644-3904.

CONSTANTINE, MI — Fully restored 1852 Greek Revival, large corner lot. On state register of historic sites. 2 staircases, 2 parlors. All mouldings refinished; new wiring; insulated fully; only one coat of paint on outside. New energy furnace, natural wood floors, plaster medallions. 3 BR, 1-1/2 baths, garage. $67,000. (618) 435-3375 after 3 PM.

MACON, MO — 1890 Victorian currently operating as B&B. Outstanding stained glass, parquet floors, gas/electric lights, 800 feet of iron fence & entry gates. Large carriage house converted to rental units. Located on 8-1/2 acres in middle of town. Restoration just completed. In the National Register of Historic Places. $275,000. (314) 385-4352.

BUCKS COUNTY (YARDLEY), PA — Very private (1.25 acres), 1760, 1846-upscaled farm-
**Supaflu**

The Ultimate Flue Liner For Masonry Chimneys

---

**Basins Tubs Tile**

Porcelain Fiberglass Acrylic

Save 100's of $$$ with Professional Quality Kits

NO FRANCHISE BURDEN!

OLDE VIRGINIA RESTORATION
P.O. Box 3305 - Portsmouth, VA 23701
(804) 397-0048 - Catalog & Information $3.00

---

**CHICAGO OLD TELEPHONE CO.**

Specializing in
RESTORED OLD TELEPHONES
Write today for free color catalog
Complete Restoration Service
Replacement parts for most Telephones
P. O. Box 189 - Dept. OHJ
Lemon Springs, N. C. 28355
Catalog Sales
1-800-843-1320
(919) 774-6625

---

**ELECTRIC COUNTRY CHARM RANGE**

CAST IRON modern electric range with automatic oven, oven timer and minute minder. Authentic reproduction. Easy-care porcelain top. Coffee mill clock and most important, it fits in modern range space. Prices start at $1310.00. We also have built-in microwaves and wall ovens.

**COUNTRY CHARM Appliance Folder and Gift Catalog $1.00**

Rejuvenation Lamp & Fixture Co.
901-B North Skidmore • Portland, Oregon 97217
(503) 249-0774

---

**Balloon Shade Kits**

- Let's you put your sewing skills to work for your home. All you need is fabric and your own creativity and talent.
- Includes all the instructions necessary for professional workrooms.
- Kits also include instructions and helpful hints for tailoring your shade to your decor.

Write: *Studio Shop*
P. O. Box 41542-A • Memphis, TN 38104

---

**FINE WOODS**

And Excellence In Craftsmanship

Offered as flooring, molding, stairparts and cabinet stock.

Canadian Birdseye Maple
Antique Heart Pine
Appalachian Oak
Appalachian Cherry
Southern Yellow Pine

Fine woods in 21 native species are milled to consummate perfection. Choose any pattern from our 3" to 9" tongue and groove flooring, our 11" to 17" extra wide planking or our beautiful moldings, stairparts and cabinet stock. All products reflect our commitment to excellence and our sincere desire to make your current project as special and as unique as you want it to be. Send $5 for our 20 page portfolio, or $2.50 (refundable with purchase) for our portfolio and 16 Fine Wood samples to:

P.O. Box 7096 • Tarboro, NC 27886
or call us at 919-821-9100
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Save tedious work
scraping paint.

Developed for industry

NEW super-hard carbide
blade never dulls!

You can save a spine and hand
Tips: on edge of door or
repaired, 3 BR, baths. Large
country kitchen, DR, LR, oak floors, 3 wood-
4.5 detailed FP, winding mahogany staircase.
Stained glass throughout; high ceilings; hard-
rooms upstairs. Stained-glass windows.
Step inside to experience

Travis Millwork

Our fine wood
mamets are offered in
custom and standard
sizes. Kits are also available.
Send $2.50 for catalog.

Travis Millwork
Rt. 3, Box 848P, Dept. RS1
Spicewood, TX 78669
(512) 264-2007

ConServ

EPOXY

Consolidants
Patch
Adhesives
Structural Repair
For
Information

Development for Historic Structures

sils / sash
railings
balustrades
porches / steps
columns
siding / trim
composites
rafters / vigas
beams / posts
plates / sills / studs
timber frame / logs

Conservation Services

B LAKESIDE TRAIL, KIRNELL, N.J. 07405 (201) 636-8412
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house. Short distance to 195. Mature landscaping & gardens, springhouse, & brick on concrete patio. 5 BR, 2 baths (one w/ Jacuzzi) & steam room. Large gourmet kitchen w/unique walk-in FP. Random-width plank floors; stone interior walls; French doors; track lights; recessed lights. $36,500. Ken Butko, (215) 493-1808 or (609) 530-5474.

SARATOGA COUNTY, NY — Working B&B/restaurant. 1880s Victorian, restored. 3 BR, 5 baths — 2 half-baths. 4 working FP, library, romantic restaurant, equipment included + most furnishings. Original stained glass windows. Gracious drive, wrap-around porch. Possible 5-room apt in attic. Garage. Inquire — PO Box 151, Lake Luzerne, NY 12846.


CHAMOIS, MO — Circa 1885 Italianate in central MO, with town, solid-brick construction. Interior & exterior walls are 3 bricks thick. 2-storey, 8 rooms, walnut staircase. Woodwork & hardware all original. Floors 4" T&G pine. 100'-X-100' lot. Badly in need of TLC. $40,000. (715) 546-3578.

HICKORY GROVE, PA — 1860s restored farmhouse on 18 wooded acres with stone walls and mountain stream. 3 BR, 1-1/2 baths, large country kitchen, DR, LR, oak floors, 3 wood-burning FP, w/ash & period antiques. Once a B&B, offers excellent residential. 15 miles from Binghamton, NY. $165,000. (201) 857-9270.


ASBURY PARK, NJ — Historic turn-of-century, 1899, 3 blocks to beach, 14+ rooms (4 baths), 5 detailed FP, winding mahogany staircase. Stained glass throughout; high ceilings; hardwood floors. Rooftop captains walk overlooking the ocean. Nominated to Nat'l Register. $345,000. Owner. (201) 775-0181.

FREEHOLD, NJ — 12-room Victorian on approximately 1 landscaped acre. Updated kitchen, electric, plumbing, deck, 4 BR, 1-1/2 baths, slate roof, pocket doors, 3 FP, back staircase, natural cherry woodwork, stained-glass windows throughout, magnificent staircase to 3rd floor. Plus electrified 2-storey carriage house. $235,000. (201) 462-3447.

STATEN ISLAND, NY — Gorgeous 1800s Victorian. Formal LR & DR, parlour, pocket doors, 2 FP, 12-ft. ceilings, original oak & bird's-eye maple woodwork (never painted), 5 BR, servants' quarters, attic, Security system. $279,000. (718) 816-7066.

Great Neck, NY — Substantial & charming 1920s residence w/ 5 BR, 2-1/2 baths, separate therapist's office on patio, shaded & private garden. Ideal for dual professional couple. Easy maintenance, comfortable living. 5-minute walk to town & LIRR, 25 minutes to Manhattan. $393,000. (516) 482-1434.

PLAINFIELD, NJ — Magnificent 1880 Italianate. 5+ BR, 2-1/2 baths, 27' LR w/floor-to-ceiling bay window & marble FP, library w/build-ins & ornate woodstove, formal DR, large wainscotted kitchen w/brick hearth & cookstove, butler's pantry, 2 staircases, 3 porches, & a tower. Also 2-storey carriage house w/cupola. Exceptionally landscaped property w/lovely perennial gardens. Easy commute to NYC. $298,000. (201) 755-3794.

STATESTON, VA — 1862 Italianate in Victorian neighborhood 45 minutes from Wall Street. Refinished oak parquet floors, upgraded electrical/plumbing, original plaster mouldings.medallions, FP, formal DR, new kitchen, 3 BR, sleeping porch, 1-1/2 bathrooms, basement, attic, garage, 10,000-sqft. property. $299,000. Phyllis Richly, (718) 727-6500.

KNOXVILLE, TN — Ornate Victorian home of prominent architect George Barber, built over 100 years ago. Exterior & structure renovated in 1980s; new wiring, plumbing, heating. Interior now insulated walls + ceilings, restored plaster. Some finish work remains to be completed. Currently used as 4+pts. 7 rooms, 2,600 sqft. $163,900. Martha Olson, Renaissance Realto's, 601 W. Baxter Ave., Knoxville, TN 37921. (615) 546-3633 or 573-8579.


PROVIDENCE, RI — Classic 1941 Kullman Diner, as seen in Bard's book "Diners" and on cover of '89 Diner Calendar. Must sell quickly. Steve, (609) 456-3468.

RHINEBECK, DUTCHESS COUNTY, NY — Landmark Gothic Victorian on prominent lot in picturesque village. Features enhance restoration potential as medical/professional conversion or country inn. 14 rooms, 2,5 baths, barn. 95 minutes to NYC via Amtrak. $345,000. Katherine, Gaulta Realty, (914) 876-4400.

OIL CITY, PA — Last chance to purchase turn-of-century, 12 room house, 5 BR, 3 baths. Large city lot. Full basement, full attic. Rewired, insulated, copper plumbing. No remudding, original porches. Bay window, leaded glass, 3 sets of pocket doors. Oak staircase & 4 oak FP w/mirrors. Last chance $250,000. (814) 676-0201 or 677-2073.

RESTORATION SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL HELP: We help old-house owners, historical museums, & churches with the care & feeding of their buildings, and we can help you: architectural services for restoration, repair, & alteration; trouble-shooting; historical research; consultation. The Office of Allen Charles Hill, AIA, Historic Preservation & Architecture, 25 Englewood Road, Winchester, MA 01890. (617) 729-0748.
HAVE A CEILING
YOU CAN
LOOK UP TO
21 PATTERNS AVAILABLE
VICTORIAN TO ART DECO
2'x4' Sheets For Easy Handling
Shipped Anywhere

TWO NEW BOOKS
ELECTRICITY AND THE
OLD HOUSE
BY IRA GOLD
A GUIDE FOR PLANNING, RESEARCHING
AND RESTORING ELECTRICAL DETAILS
IN OLDER RESIDENCES. 64 PAGES, ILLUS.
ALSO
SPECIAL SELECTIONS FROM
THE 1890 COMPENDIUM OF
COOKERY
Each for only $7.95 + $1.65 S&H
MONGAUGON PRESS, INC
P.O. BOX 1033, SOUTHGATE, MI 48195

YOU CAN GROW HERBS
Our handbook/catalog is a dictionary
of herbs from Acorus to Yarrow, with
accurate descriptions of more than 700 cul¬
linary, tea, decorative and scented herbs,
scented geraniums, dye plants, flower¬
ing perennials, seeds, topiary plants and
frames. Recipes, books, a growing guide,
and garden designs help your fragrant and
gourmet gardening. Send $4.00 refund¬
able with first order to:
Sandy Mush Herb Nursery
Rt. 2, Surrett Cove - HSB
Leicester, NC 28748

COLONIAL CLAPBOARDS
AUTHENTICALLY PRODUCED
EARLY AMERICAN CLAPBOARDS
QUARTERSAWN SQUARED EDGE
46 Wendell Road, Shutesbury, MA 01072
1-413-259-1271

FINE VICTORIAN MIRRORS
AND CABINETS
Featuring scrolled wood designs with
stained glass and beveled mirrors.
Earpensky Mfg. Co.
P.O. Box 682 • Goodland, KS 67735
Brochure — $2.00

REPLACE ROTTED SASH
Any style, any size.
Wood storms and
screens, too. Costs less
than you think. Fast
turn-around. Insulated glass available.
Send $1.50 for literature.

YOU CAN GROW HERBS

THESE PROPERTIES HAVE BEEN
PLACED ON THE NATIONAL REGISTRY
OF HISTORIC PLACES
BY THE UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
SMITH-CORNELL, INC.
P.O. Box 686 OHJ
Auburn, IN 46706
PH: 219-925-1172 (IN)
800-325-0248

COLONIAL CLAPBOARDS

AUTHENTICALLY PRODUCED
EARLY AMERICAN CLAPBOARDS
QUARTERSAWN SQUARED EDGE
46 Wendell Road, Shutesbury, MA 01072
1-413-259-1271

TIN CEILINGS
Send $1.00 for Catalog to:
CHELSEA DECORATIVE METAL CO.
9603 Moonlight Dr., Dept. OHJ
Houston, Texas 77096
Questions: 713-721-9200

EASTLAKE VICTORIAN
Hints on Household Taste
in Furniture, Upholstery
and Other Details
by Charles Eastlake
Reprint of 1872 Third Edition revised
From his background as an English painter and
architect, Eastlake urged well-designed home
furniture and fittings. Chapters include: The
Dining Room, The Drawing Room, The Library,
The Bed Room, Crockery, Plate and Cutlery, etc.
Hard cover, xvi + 306 pp. + 32 pp. of plates
and line drawings by the author, index, $31.00.
Ayer Company Publishers, Inc.
P.O. Box 958 • Salem, NH 03079
Charge by phone (603) 898-1200

EASTLAKE VICTORIAN

Hints on Household Taste
in Furniture, Upholstery
and Other Details
by Charles Eastlake
Reprint of 1872 Third Edition revised
From his background as an English painter and
architect, Eastlake urged well-designed home
furniture and fittings. Chapters include: The
Dining Room, The Drawing Room, The Library,
The Bed Room, Crockery, Plate and Cutlery, etc.
Hard cover, xvi + 306 pp. + 32 pp. of plates
and line drawings by the author, index, $31.00.
Ayer Company Publishers, Inc.
P.O. Box 958 • Salem, NH 03079
Charge by phone (603) 898-1200
INFORMATIONAL CATALOG for woodworkers, woodcarvers, antique restorers. Includes brass hardware, oil lamps, wood parts & finishing supplies, caning, basketry, upholstery supplies, related tools & books. All at wholesale prices! Send $1 to Van Dyke's, Dept. 90, Woonsocket, SD 57585.

DECORATIVE & RESTORATION PAINTING: Paint removal, plaster repairs. We are also proficient in the execution of many custom finishes including stencilling, marbleizing, graining, glazing, stippling, rag rolling, woodwork & floor refinishing on your floors, walls, ceilings, woodwork, & furnishings. Robert P. Walker, (215) 345-5515.


WANTED

INTERIOR DOOR HARDWARE — Large number of matching bronze or brass doorknobs & locks for 1860 Victorian house. Please send photo & price to C.J. Irving, 11 Mack Lane, Essex, CT 06426.

ROGERS GROUP entitled "Football." Will buy outright or trade for "Camp-Fire." Also have D.C. French's "Joe's Farewell" for sale or trade Rogers Group, Jim Chisman, PO Box 1111, Clemson, SC 29633. (803) 639-2939.


VALUE DOCUMENTATION?

authentically cut drapery styles for proper restoration.

$12 catalog includes selecting fabric from swatches, measuring, and installing instructions.

VINTAGE VALANCES

BOX 43236-J
Cincinnati, OH 45243
(513) 561-8665

REGGIO REGISTERS

USA made Reggio Registors enhance the beauty of your wood floors and fine carpets. Maximize heat circulation from woodstoves, solar saunas, geysers and forced hot air heating systems. Choose from elegant brass or traditional cast iron registers and grilles. Request our new color catalog for styles, sizes, and other unique heating accessories. Available for $1.00 from:

The Reggio Register Co.
Dept. 070, PO Box 511
Ayer, MA 01432
(508) 772-9499

THE EMPIRE

MORE HOMES FOR GOOD LIVING, book by Royal Barry Wills. Mrs. Philip Ives, 1055 West St., Amherst, MA 01002

WINDOW GLASS, distorted with gentle horizontal wave, 54" x 40". To replace broken original in double-hung window of my early 1900s Victorian home. Cathy Gaupel, 119 S. River St., Eaton Rapids, MI 48827. (517) 665-7165.

BATHROOM FIXTURES: oval pedestal sink, clawfoot tub, 5 wall-hung toilets, wall tiles. S. Nasar, 81 Paulding Ave., Tarrytown, NY 10591. (914) 332-9658.

HISTORIC DISTRICT NEWSLETTERS: Please send us your newsletter for your historic district. In return, we'll send you a quarterly update of the best newsletter ideas/stories. Significantly simplifies newsletter development/editor time. David Keenan, 215 South Wil­lomac, Dallas, TX 75208.

CENTRAL-DRAIN BATHTUB, fluted pedestal sink, and other unusual plumbing pieces. Have small quantity of original tub and sink faucets and misc. plumbing hardware for sale. Write for pictures and info. Dan Kelley, PO Box 239, Fayetteville, AR 72702. (501) 444-7541.

VICTORIAN IRON PORCH for 1895 row house. Prefer 60-80 inches wide by 40-50 inches deep with 3-4 steps plus railings. Also 50 feet of iron fence with 2-section gate 4-5 feet wide. Brian or Terri, 1122 Fifth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20001. (202) 737-1017, evenings.

ANTIQUE WHITE PORCELAIN doorknobs & plates w/ brass trim; brass keyhole plates w/ brass trim; brass keyhole plates w/ white porcelain covers. Needed for 1869 brownstone restoration project. Please contact Avery Brightmon, 920 Park Ave., Hoboken, NJ 07030. (201) 792-4770.

901 Harvard, Dept. OHJ
Houston, Texas 77008
(713) 863-7600

Modling • Screen Doors • Porch Parts
Custom Woodwork • Ornamental Trim

Send $2.00 for a Catalog

ZINC PLATED

To repair sagging plaster ceilings, simply screw the ceiling button up into the lath, and cover with skim coat of plaster or joint compound. Very eco­nomical...and no mess! Ceiling Buttons $1.20/doz. (4 dozen min.) $1.05/bd. (2 dozen min.) Screwgun tip no charge. Send check with order to:

FASTENATION
PO Box 1364, Marblehead, MA 01945

MAY/JUNE 1989
The largest collection of decorative stencils & supplies. Over 200 designer stencils, every style & period included. Send $3.50 for our new catalog (refundable w/purchase).

Stencil World, Inc.
1456 Second Ave. - Box 175C
New York, NY 10021

Protect Wall Corners
The Great Old-fashioned Way
Our unfinished Cornerbeads complement any period or decor. They're among hundreds of hard-to-find, "old style" items we have to enhance your old house or capture a bit of the past in your newer home. Each corner bead is 47 1/2" x 1 1/2" H., with 90° notch.

Beechwood. Ea. $9.75, 6 or more $8.75.
Oak. Each $13.50, 6 or more $12.00. Add postage: $2.50 (6 or more).
WI residents add 5% tax. VISA/MC, or AMEX accepted. To Order Call TOLL-FREE 1-800-556-7878

RADIATOR BRUSHES
Years ago every store carried radiator brushes to make cleaning these natural dust traps easy. Now you can obtain genuine horse-hair radiator brushes in two easy-to-use shapes.

Model 40: Traditional flat wooden brush with curved end, makes it easy to reach into the deepest radiators $5.00 ea.

Model 50: Wire, full-round brush with wooden handle, makes quick work of radiators, one pass cleans in all directions at once. $4.00 ea.

STRIP WITH BRASS
Also available, brass brushes for stripping and refinishing fine woodwork and furniture. Works harder than steel wool, won't scratch or snag wood. Add $3.50 for Shipping & Handling.

SEND $3.50 for our new catalog containing one of each of the 20 patterns, a history of nail heads, and over 20 varieties of cut nails using the old patterns, including rosehead, oval wiggly, and wroughthead. Sample kit containing one of each of the 20 patterns, a history of nails in America, and a price list is $3.75 ppd.

Tremont Nail Co., Dept. OHJS9, 8 Elm Street, Box 111 Wareham, MA 02571

“Friendly” Estimating for the Macintosh
MacNail 2.2
Bids, scheduling, material take-offs and cost accounting for Excel. Complete project management.

Hyper-Estimator
Hyper-Remodeler
Rough estimating, using a very friendly pictorial format. Each links to MacNail 2.2 for finished bids.

$295 $95

Turtle Creek Software
651 Halsey Valley Rd.
Spencer, NY 14883
(607) 589-6858

See us at A/E/C SYSTEMS ’89 June 6-8
Anaheim, CA
Booth 1867

BathMasters
Antique Tubs & Pedestal Sinks

Completely restored and resurfaced to original beauty. Custom colors available. Send for brochure or call.

PO. Box 140390
Dallas, Texas 75214
814/739-1033

NEW AND TESTED!
Eliminates Cobwebs
Keeps buildings clean!

Add CPF* Insecticide to your house paint...effective for years!

Add CPF* to exterior paint or stain to eliminate cobwebs, insects and insect dirt. Excellent for homes, decks, barns, commercial buildings and boats. Mix as little as 1/3 bottle CPF* in each gallon of paint or stain. Controls most insects for the life of any exterior coating. Odorless, colorless, registered with EPA. Easy to use - relieves you of endless bug clean-up. $9.95 per bottle and $2.00 shipping & handling. Call Toll Free and order by MC/Visa, or send check/Money Order to:

ENVIRO-CHEM. INC.
P.O. Box 1298, Dept. 102
Walla Walla, Washington 99362
1-800-247-9011, Ext. 102
(8 A.M. to 5 P.M., PT)

Send 54 for catalog or for:
• top Quality
• No Minimum Order
• Rush Orders - No Problem!
• Expert Shipping & Packaging
• Custom Construction Ideas
• Top Quality

Send S4 for catalog or Phone & use your credit card.
P.O. Box 2987-011
Durango, CO 81302
(303) 259-5915

Clip this coupon and send for catalog & price list.

Name
Address
City/State/Zip
Credit Card Number ________________________
Expiry Date ________________________
Signature ________________________

100 years of happy customers. Behind the times.

Name of MacNail 2.2

Hyper-Estimator
Hyper-Remodeler

$295 $95
Here are company catalogs and brochures worth writing for. And with the Request Form, you have a handy way to get as many catalogs as you need — just by filling out one form.

**BUILDING COMPONENTS**


56. White Oak Shelves — Authentic hand split white oak shelves, split sawn shelves, and smooth sawn shelves: the original Early American roiling and siding. Hand-split white oak shelves have been documented by the American Wood Preservers Assn. to last 75-100 years. Will ship. Call for information: (615) 922-3132. Oak Crest.

73. Restoration Glass — Imperfect glass is perfect for restoration work. Each sheet is made by craftsmen, using the original cylinder method. For more information, call (800) 221-2379. In N.Y., call (212) 226-6370. Free brochure. Bendheim Glass.


125. Architectural Roofing Ties — Tie rods get better with age, and never need maintenance. Positively can't burn, and can last 50 to 125 years. Color catalog shows 6 styles and 20 colors. Free catalog. Vandue Hey Raleigh.


350. Fireplaces, Mantels, Tile — Exquisite cast iron fireplaces for memorial or zero clearance installation, 38" X 38", 14" deep. Authentic reproductions burn wood, coal, peat or gas. All building code approved. Period mantels, lovely Victorian tile and brass accessories also pictured. Free brochure. Fourth Bay.

352. Tin Ceilings — Many beautiful patterns of tin ceilings available. Easy to install and durable. This firm also manufactures custom shutters in every form, shape, and size, and a large selection of hand-carved and beveled glass doors. Free catalog. Pinestate.


375. Fine Wood Stock — Twenty-four native species. 3" to 9" tongue and groove flooring, 11" to 17" extra wide plankings, moldings, stairparts, and cabinet stock. 20 page portfolio. Old South Company. $5.25.


389. Building Materials — Parts from lighthouses and barns, including antique glass, hardware, shutters, flooring, doors, and hand-hewn logs. Also, millstones and equipment. Call for information: (717) 626-4520. Sylvan Brandt.

20. Tin Ceilings — 19 Patterns of stamped metal ceiling produced from original dies. 110 styles of cornice mouldings also available. Installation can be do-ityourself. Shipped anywhere. Brochure. AA Abbingdon. $1.25

27. Victorian Roomset Wallpapers — A complete collection of Victorian wallpapers that you can combine in infinite variations. Color catalog shows 7 rooms including: Neo-Grec; Anglo-Japanese; Morris; Aesthetic Movement; Bradbury & Bradbury. $8.25.

47. Tin Ceilings — 18 patterns of tin ceilings ideal for Victorian homes and commercial interiors. Patterns from Victorian to Art Deco. Comes in 21/2 X 8ft. sheets; cornices in 4'; lengths. Illustrated brochure. Chelsea Decorative Metal. $1.25.

128. Tin Ceilings — Using original dies, this company produces richly ornamented metal ceilings in turn of the century patterns. Includes center plates, borders, corner plates, cornices and filler plates. 72 pp. catalog. W. F. Norman. $3.25.


278. Electric Wax Candles — The electric, real wax candles "Moreyless" and "Starless" have been used in such prestigious restorations as Mount Vernon, Colonial Williamsburg, Sleepy Hollow, and many private homes. Beeswax candle discoveries can be ordered to size. Brochure. Elconow. $1.25.

294. Plaster Ornament — Ornaments of fiber reinforced plaster. They do restoration work, and can reproduce existing pieces if a good example is supplied. Complete catalog of 1500 items. Fischer & Jırnow. $15.25.

381. Historic Flags — Own the historically correct flag for the year your home was built. Custom made, high quality flag on cotton or nylon. Brochure. Old Glory.


**DOORS & WINDOWS**


16. Replacement Wood Sash — Wood sash in any size and shape: Divided lite, round top, curved, doublehung, fixed, casement, or storm sash. Insulated glass can be supplied. Also: shutters, screen doors, and trim. Illustrated brochure. Midwest Wood Products. $1.75.

32. Wooden Screen & Storm Doors — Wooden combination screen and storm doors have period look and are more thermally efficient than aluminum doors. Several styles (including Victorian and Chippendale) and all sizes. Catalog. Old Wagon Factory. $2.25.

33. Spring-Tilt Interior Storm Windows — These windows are spring loaded to fit snuggly inside your window casings. They can accommodate windows up to 1-1/22" out of square. They are approved by the National Historic Society and N.H.U. Free information. National Energy Corporation.


**FINISHES & TOOLS**

31. Rotted Wood Restoration — Two-part epoxy system restores rotted wood, so you can save historically significant and hard-to duplicate pieces. Repairs can be sawn, drilled, sanded, and painted. Free 4-page brochure. Albcor.


285. PrepPro Scrapers — Paint Scrapers that do what others don't — they work! New design keeps already stripped paint away from blade for more efficient scraping. These are well-balanced tools with unbreakable handles. Free brochure. N.A.C. Industries.

327. Ladders and Scaffolds — All kinds of ladders, scaffolds, truck racks, etc. Sales, service, and leasing. For.
FURNISHINGS

42. Country Curtains—Curtains in cotton, muslin, permanent press, and other fabrics. Some with ruffles, others with fringe, cornices, and lambrequins. Also bedspreads, dust ruffles, canopy covers, etc. Free catalog. Cateran Curtains.


320. Reproduction Furniture—Magnificent handcarved crafed Georgian Reproductions, dining rooms, canopy beds, desks, and occasional pieces are our specialty. Personal attention is given to your decorating needs. Catalog. The Antique Catalog. $3.25.

370. Cabinetry and Furniture—A complete line of antique heart pine cabinetetry for kitchen, bath and bedroom. Roll top desks, corner cupboards, tables and beds are also available. Made with wood hundreds of years old, reclaimed when old mills are taken down. Call: (800) 225-8643. Sherwood Furniture Works.

METALWORK

55. Historic Markers—Custom-made plaques for outdoor or indoor use. Standard solid bronze cast plaques, 7 in. x 10 in., are $200 plus shipping. Other dimensions and styles available. Free brochure. Eric Landmark.


348. Wroughtiron—Window guard, gates, handrails; ironwork in ornamental, wrought, contemporary designs, crafted to your design. Fences, security storm doors, and a complete line of iron & patio furniture. Call for details: (513) 261-9727. Elm Industries.

PLUMBING & HARDWARE


110. Bathroom Fixtures—Wide variety of antique and reproduction plumbing, tubs, porcelain faucets and handles, pedestal sinks, high-tank toilets, shower enclosures, and bathroom accessories. Color catalog. MacTheAntique Plumber. $3.75.


OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL
PRODUCTS NETWORK


227. Porcelain Refinishing — Kits of professional-quality materials and easy instructions: terra cotta repair; bathtub & basin refinishing; wall or floor tile refinishing; countertop resurfacing; appliance recoating; fiberglass chip repairs. Catalog. Olde Virginia Refinishing. $2.25.

252. Soapstone Sinks — For kitchen, bath, or greenhouse: authentic soapstone sinks custom-made in the traditional manner to your drawing. Also: custom-cutting of fireplaces, countertops, etc. Brochure. Vermont Soapstone. $7.50.

302. Restoration Hardware — Over 1000 different brass items for houses and furniture. Plumbing, lighting, wall and ceiling coverings, gingerbread, and more. $3.75 Catalog, and one-year mailings. Wholesale/Retail Hardwares Plus. $3.75

303. Fancy Plumbing Fixtures — Specializing in hard-to-find plumbing fixtures including pedestal lavatories. Clawfoot bathtubs in 4 and 7 sizes, custom finished in the color of your choice. Showroom also features brass, bronze and iron finish hardware. Photographs available on request; call (318) 234-7963. Ole Fashion Things.


384. Tub and Sink Refinishing — Porcelain refinishing for antique tubs, sinks, and ceramic tile. Bring item into shop, or they will work in your home. Also converts bathtubs into whirlpool. Free brochures available. Dura Glaze.

390. Reproduction Hardware — Catalog shows over 500 items of authentic reproduction hardware from the 1700's on into this century. These fine quality pieces are a must for the furniture craftsman or refinisher. Horton Brasses. $3.25.

-----------

Literature Request Form

Circulate the numbers of the items you want. We'll forward your request to the appropriate companies. They will mail the literature directly to you...which should arrive 30 to 60 days from receipt of your request. Price of literature, if any, follows the number. Your check, including the $2 processing fee, should be made out to Olde House Journal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Free</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>4.75</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>252</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>285</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total $1135.25

Name:
Company:
Address:
City_ St Zip:
Mail to: The Old-House Journal, Products Network, 123 Main Street, Gloucester, MA 01930

This card must be mailed before September 30, 1989.

RESTITUTION SUPPLIES/ SERVICES


139. High-Performance Caulks — Phenoseal vinyl caulking is a rugged, flexible, mildew- and water-resistant sealant that will adhere to almost any surface. Originally developed for wooden boats, it's superior to conventional caulks. Free brochure. Gloucester Co.


304. Exterior Power Washing — A system of safe point removal and exterior building cleaning used by restorers of historic homes. Over 90 franchises networked coast to coast, including Canada. Call for your local representative (800) 262-234 WASH. American Mobile Power Wash.


336. Restoration Books — Homes and interiors of the 1920's are brought alive in this fascinating text about how these homes were designed, built and furnished. A companion to their Victorian Design book, this volume is 440 pages, with 80 full color plates. Call 613-269-3578. Richard O. Byrne & Co.

337. Foundation Restoration — Since 1974, this firm has offered design, planning and consulting services for structural repairs. Bedrock or equal load bearing stumps; installation of steel piers. Over 50,000 piers installed nationwide. Call for information: (800) 468-2603. Perma Jack.

367. Refractory Fireplaces — Radiate heat into your room instead of sending it up the chimney. Less cleaning, eliminates the need for fans. For information: (800) 553-5322. Sleepy Hollow Chimney Supply.

369. Old Colonial Houses — Twenty-four sketches and floor plans of 17th and 18th century colonial houses that have been faithfully reproduced on the exterior, with interiors up-dated to conform to present day living needs. Building plans are also available. Booklet. E. Pollitt. $5.25.

377. Woodworking Books — Two woodworking books describe turn-of-the-century techniques: "Modern Practical Joinery" by George Ellis, and "Widdlings and Turned Woodwork of the 16th, 17th and 18th Centuries" by Small and Woodbridge. Call for information: (800) 345-4447. Linden Publishing.

MAY/JUNE 1989
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<td>44 Cumberland Woodcraft</td>
<td>69</td>
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<tr>
<td>160 Decorum</td>
<td>67</td>
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<tr>
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<td>67</td>
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<td>384 Dura Glaze</td>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL
The remodelers “simply got carried away,” Ms. Bick suggests. So did the house.

poured. Only then were the exterior walls “constructed.”

What was so special about this little house? Built in 1887 by a locally prominent architect, it was part of a related group of buildings (including the big house next door and a carriage house) that had survived in the Helena South-Central Historic District. It’s gone now.

— Submitted by Patricia Bick
State Historic Preservation Officer
Helena, Montana

There’s a story behind every remuddling.

Maybe, for instance, there’s a town ordinance that prohibits new building close to lot lines — but allows remodeling as long as three exterior walls are preserved.

Coincidentally, three brick bearing walls remain within the new frame walls in the house shown here. With the brick walls now exposed on the interior, the house has been turned inside out.

Or another story could be told. Maybe remuddling on this scale isn’t intentional. Maybe it’s simply the cumulative result of changes made one at a time. This transformation, for example, took place over five years. First the rear addition was demolished. Then the roof was removed and a basement excavated. Then the front porch disappeared to allow a new concrete foundation to be

WIN FAME AND $50: If you spot a classic example of remuddling, send us clear color slides. We’ll award $50 if your photos are selected. The message is more dramatic if you send along a picture of a similar unremuddled building. Remuddling Editor, The Old-House Journal, 69A Seventh Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11217.
The Western Reserve region of northeastern Ohio was once part of the Connecticut Colony. Although it became a separate area after 1786, when the land was designated to be sold to Connecticut citizens, it was not until after 1815 that settlers arrived from Connecticut and other New England states. With prosperity came a demand for graceful homes. Trained craftsmen came west, bringing current builder’s guides. The development of the Western Reserve took place just as the Greek Revival (1825-1860) was sweeping the country. Our Western Reserve vernacular is the region’s interpretation of the style.

These one-and-a-half storey, wood-frame houses are easily recognized by the central front doorway (with one or two windows on each side) and their Greek Revival details. A distinctive feature is the line of small rectangular windows across the front of the second floor. In the house shown, these were covered over when siding was added in the 1940s. All of these houses have been unfortunately altered in some manner, the most common changes being the addition of siding, front porches, and numerous rooms, as well as the removal or relocation of the windows and doors.

In all of the houses, the ground floor had a large room on each side of a spacious center hall. Open, wide front stairs led to bedrooms. A small ground-floor room at the rear may have been part of the original plan.

It can be assumed that thousands of these houses were built, because many hundreds remain. The house in the photo is in southern Trumbull County; the same family has lived there for nearly 60 years. Of all the examples I observed in Mahoning and Trumbull Counties, this one had suffered the fewest changes. The inside of the original structure had not been altered since it was built.

— Bette Ann Axe
Youngstown, Ohio
NEW MAGAZINE

The Practical Journal for the Environment

The publishers of OHJ announce the first independently published magazine exclusively on environmental issues.

Let's face it, we're all in this together. But the "garbage dilemma" is bewildering. Even those of us with a strong sense of responsibility feel it's beyond the individual to grasp it — let alone fix it!

The editors of GARBAGE are fed up with the sensational (or mollifying) headlines; the half-told stories; the sense of impotence we have about changing things. GARBAGE will be the magazine we'd like to read. (Sixteen years ago, that's just how OHJ started: The editors wrote about restoring our own old houses — and pretty soon we had a network of people sharing knowledge.)

GARBAGE

The Practical Journal for the Environment

GARBAGE is not a wildlife magazine or a country magazine. It's a down-to-earth journal that brings home such subjects as:
- Designing your kitchen for recycling
- Alternatives to harmful products
- Gardening without pesticides
- Swamp-ecology sewage treatment
- Good plastics vs. bad plastics
- Big Mac boxes and atmospheric chemistry
- Ocean dumping and the food we eat
- Bottled water fads and facts
- Personal food and health issues
- The recycling economy
- Water conservation abroad
- The life cycle of a disposable product

GARBAGE is not a "cause" magazine. It's about understanding what's going on. And doing something about it (if you're so inclined).

WE NEED YOUR SUPPORT NOW. We are not going elsewhere for financing, because the editors want control of the magazine's content. And unlike non-profit environmental groups and activist organizations, we can't procure grants or ask for donations.

We're betting the kind of people who preserve old houses are the same people who will preserve the planet. Please let us have your early support to build on.

SPECIAL TO OHJ READERS: Get a Charter Subscription to GARBAGE for only $18 (regular price $21) if you order by July 15.

Thank you!

Patricia Jones